
confidential information and trade secrets: however, ifa trade secret or any

confidential information is disclosed breaching the non-disclosure

agreements/contracts or confidentiality agreements, primarily, civil

remedies for the breach of contract will be available for the aggrieved

paffy.ree Other notable civil remedies may include injunction, damages and

accounts of profits.

L. South Koreo

4.78. ln South Korea, trade secrets are govemed by the Unfair Competition

Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act200, which is a comprehensive

piece of legislation dealing with all the necessary aspects of trade secrets.

Additionally, if a trade secret is in the form of an 'industrial technology'

under the Act on Prevention of Divulgence and Protection of Industrial

Technology2or, then it is also protected by this legislation.

4.79. The Unfair Competition Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act

defines a'trade secret' as technical or managerial information useful in

business activities, such as production or marketing methods, which is not

publicly known, which holds and economic value, and is actively kept as a

secret.2o2 It is pertinent to note that through an amendment to the Act in the

year 2019, the requirement for reasonable efforts to maintain secrecy was

removed. Hence, the current Act stipulates that as long as the secrecy is

maintained, the requirement of being a trade secret is considered fulfilled
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te lbid.
2m Unfair Competition Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act of Korea, available at:
https://elaw.klri.re.kr/eng_service/lawView.do?hseq:62546&lang:ENG.
201 South Korean Act on Prevention of Divulgence and Protection of Industrial Technology, deaildble at
hnps://elaw.klri.re.kr/eng service/lawView.do?hseq=2435 I &lang=ENG.
202 Unfair Competition Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act, art. 2(2).
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regardless ofthe effort put into maintaining it. The only essentials are the

information being secret and having an economic value.

4.80. The said Act provides the remedies for the infringement of trade secrets

and prohibits acts of acquisition and use or disclosure of trade secrets.

Article 2(3) of the Act2or defines 'infringement of trade secrets' and

stipulates different acts and practices which may constitute infringement.

It covers the following aspects:

:or//. art. 2(3)
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" (a) An act of acquiring trade secrets by theft, deception, coercion,
or other improper means, or subsequently using or disclosing the
trade secrets improperly acquired (including informing any specific
person of the trade secrel while under a duty to maintain secrecy;
(b) An act of acquiring trade secrets or using or disclosing the trade
secrets improperly acquired, with knotuledge of lhe fact thct an act
of improper acquisition of the trade secrets has occurred or without
such knowledge due to gross negligence;
(c) An act of using or disclosing trade secrets after acquiring them,

with lorowledge of thefact that an act of improper acquisition of the
trade secrets has occurred or without such knowledge due to gross
negligence;
(d) An act of using or disclosing tade secrets to obtain improper
benefits or to cause damage to the owner of the trade secrets while
under a contractual or other duty lo maintain secrecy of the trade
secrels:
(e) An act of acquiring trade secrets, or using or disclosing them

with the knowledge of thefact that they have been disclosed in the
manner prescribed in item (d) or that such disclosure has been

involved, or withoul such knowledge, due to gross negligence;
(fl An act of using or disclosing trade secrets afler acquiring them,

with the knowledge of the fact that they have been disclosed in a
manner prescribed in item (d) or that such disclosure has been
involved, or without such knowledge due to gross negligence. "
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4.81. Hence, a trade secret owner in South Korea will have to prove that the

alleged trade secret infringement falls under one of the above stated

categories to establish the case.

4.82. In South Korea, a trade secret owner can avail both civil and criminal

remedies against the infringement of trade secret. The Unfair Competition

Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act provides for various civil

remedies in terms of prohibition of trade secret, liability of damages for

infringement of trade secret and restoration of reputation etc.20{ However,

this Act focuses more on criminal penalty for trade secret misappropriation.

Misappropriating a trade secret is a violation of the Act and can result in a

penalty of up to l0 years of imprisonment or a fine of up to KRW 500

million. Provided, if the pecuniary gain from such an action exceeds l0

times KRW 500 million, the fine will be at least 2-10 times the amount

gained. Moreover, if the trade secret is used abroad or disclosed to a third

party with the knowledge that it will be used abroad, the penalty is more

severe, resulting in a maximum penalty of l5 years of imprisonment or a

fine of up to KRW 1.5 billion.205 Apart from the Unfair Competition

Prevention and Trade Secret Protection Act, stringent criminal

punishments are provided for misappropriation of industrial technology

under the amended Industrial Technology Act.

1u ld, arts. lo, ll, 12. 13, l,l
'?oi /d art. 18.
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4.83. Thus, the Unfair Competition Prevention aid Trade Secret Protection Act

is the basic comprehensive law dealing with trade secrets and its

infringement. Under the Act, joint ownership of the information is possible

and the owner can grant a license to use its trade secret. The only embargo

S/



upon the licensee is to keep the trade secret as confidential under the

confidentiality agreement and maintain its secrecy.

M. Spoin

4.84. In Spain, protection of trade secrets is dealt primarily under the Spanish

Trade Secrets Act206, which gave effect to the Trade Secrets Directive2o?

passed by the European Union. The Spanish Criminal Code2oE also includes

criminal penalties in case of unlawful acquisition or disclosure of trade

secrets.

4.85. The Spanish Trade Secrets Act defines a trade secret20e as:

"An information or knowledge (including technological, scientific,
industrial, commercial, organizational or financial information or
knowledge), which meets the following conditions:
a. it is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the

configuration and precise composition, generally known to
persons within the circles in which this type of information or
knowledge is normally dealt wilh, or is accessible,'

b. it has commercial value, real or potential, because it is secret;
and

c. it has been subject to reasonable steps, by the holder of the

trade secret, to keep it secret. "

4.86. The Spanish Trade Secrets Act includes the regulation oftrade secrets as a

property right. It makes trade secrets transferable and licensable.2ro If an

individual sell or licenses a trade secret for a fee and it is later determined

that they lacked proper ownership or rights to do so, they will be held

16 The Spanish Trade Secrets Act.20l9 (Act I of20l9)
:07 EU Directive 2016/943.
:o8 The Criminal Code ofSpain, 1995 (Act l0 of 1995).
1@ 1.1., an.l(l).
1to ld.. art.4.
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responsible for any resulting damages, unless the agreement specifies

otherwise. If the seller or licensor acted with dishonest intentions, they will

be held accountable for the damages regardless.2r I

4.87. Under this Act, a trade secret can have multiple owners, and in such

instances, the arrangement will be govemed by the agreement made by the

involved parties.2r2 If there is no such agreement, the arrangement will be

govemed by the provisions of the Spanish Trade Secrets Act. According to

these provisions, any co-owner has the right to:

a. Commercially exploit the trade secret (with prior notification

to the other co-owners).

b. Take necessary measures to maintain the secrecy of the trade

secret.

c. Pursue civil and criminal actions to defend the trade secret,

though notifying the other co-owners is necessary so they can

participate in the action.2r3

4.89. 'Unlawful acquisition' of a trade secret, without the consent of the trade

secret holder, can occur through:

a. Unauthorized access to, appropriation of, or copying of any

documents, objects, materials, substances, electronic files, or

other mediums containing the trade secret or from which the

trade secret can be inferred.

ltt ld.. arl.'7 .
rrr /d. an. 5( I )
111 ld., afl. 5(21
1ta ld., art,. l(2\
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4.88. As per the Spanish Trade Secrets Act, trade secrets can be violated by their

unauthorized acquisition, use, or disclosure.2r{
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Any other behavior that, given the circumstances, is deemed

to be against fair commercial practices.2rs

Similarly, the use or disclosure of a trade secret will be deemed unlawful

whenever it is done without the consent of the trade secret holder by a

person who unlawfully obtained the trade secret, or violates a

confidentiality agreement or any other obligation to keep the trade secret

undisclosed, or breaches a contractual or other obligation to restrict the use

of the trade secret.216 Furthermore, the acquisition, use or disclosure of a

trade secret will also be deemed unlawful if, at the time of such actions, a

person knew or should have known, given the circumstances, that the trade

secret had been acquired directly or indirectly from another individual who

was unlawfully using or disclosing the trade secret.2rT

Actions for violation of trade secrets under the Spanish law include the

declaration ofthe trade secret infringement, cessation orprohibition ofacts

infringing trade secrets, prohibition of manufacture, commercialization,

sale or use of infringing goods, or the import, export or storage of

infringing goods for those purposes, or withdrawal, which consists of

delivery of the documents, objects, materials, substances, electronic files

and any other medium containing the trade secret and, when appropriate,

their total or partial destruction. Rernedies also include claim for

compensation for damages in case of willful intent or negligence by the

person infringing trade secrets.2r 8

b

4.90.

4.91.

:r5 /d., art. 3( l).
'zl" ld.. art.3(2).
lt1 Id.. ar..3(3).
113 ld., afi.9.
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4.92. When determining compensation for damages, all relevant factors will be

taken into account, such as economic damages, including loss of profits,

suffered by the owner of the trade secret, unjust enrichment obtained by

the infringer and, where appropriate, others elements that are not of an

economic nature, such as the moral damage caused to the owner of the

business secret due to its illegal obtaining, use or disclosure.2re

4.93. This Act also allows competent judicial authorities to take specific

measures, either on their own initiative or upon an application by a third

party, to safeguard the confidentiality of trade secrets. These measures

include the following (though any suitable and proportionate measure may

be requested):

a. Limiting access to any document, object, material, substance,

electronic file, or other medium containing trade secrets or

alleged trade secrets to a restricted number of individuals.

b. Restricting access to hearings where trade secrets or alleged

trade secrets may be revealed, and limiting the distribution of

the corresponding record or transcript of those hearings to a

restricted number of individuals.

c. Providing a non-confidential version of any judicial decision

to any person other than those included in the limited number

of individuals mentioned above, with the sections containing

trade secrets removed or redacted.220
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4.94. With regard to protection of whistleblowers, Spain has also given effect to

the European Union's Directive on whistleblower protection22r by enacting

2te Id., art.lo.
124 ld.. art. 15.
12' EU Directive 2019/1937. Av/



the Whistleblower Protection Act22r which aims to protect persons who

report regulatory breaches and combat corruption.

N. Sweden

4.95. Being the global leader in design and innovation, trade secrets serve as a

comerstone for Sweden's innovative and competitive economy. Legal

protection to trade secrets and intellectual property fosters transparency

and collaboration of businesses. Legislations on other Intellectual property

rights in Sweden are based on European Union directives and regulations;

however, trade secrets in Sweden are protected by a dedicated law.

4.96. ln Sweden, trade secrets are primarily govemed by the Act on Trade

Secrets (2018:558)22r, which replaced the old Act of 1990?24 after the

European Union Directive.225 The new Act on trade secrets is a result of

the initiative by European Union to strengthen the protection of trade

secrets which implies disclosure of trade secrets is unlawful and anyone

who infringes the trade secret would be tiable to pay damages. It also

included negligence as a constitutive element for acquiring trade secrets

and the unlawful use of the same.

4.97. As per new Swedish law on trade secrets, any information of business or

its operating conditions, whose disclosure cause damages to the owner of

business in terms of market competition, is called a trade secret.226 The

22: The whisdeblower Protection Act ofSpain,2023 (Act 2 of2023).
2rr Swedish Act on Trade Seqets (2018:558).
:ra Swedish Act on the Protection ofTrade Secrers ( 1990:409).
::'Directive (EU) 2016/943 ofthe European Parliament and ofthe Council of 8 June 2016 on the protection of
undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and

disclosure.
rru Swedish Act on Trade Secrers (201 8:558)
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owner of trade secrets is required to take reasonable measures to maintain

the confidentiality of information through confidentiality agreements or

non-disclosure agreements.22T However, if an employee acquires any skill

or experience during the course of one employment, then he shall not be

restricted to practice the same in another employment.

4.98. The new Act of 20 I 8 consists of 28 sections. This Act is applicable where

the trade secret is misappropriated, wherein a person takes the access of

trade secret, appropriate it for some use and disclose the same but this Act

is not applicable to whistleblowing for illegal activity. As per Section 27

ofthe Trade Secrets Act, unlawful dealing oftrade secret is also punishable

with an imprisonment of up to four years.

4.99. In case of infringement of trade secret, owner can seek remedies such as

injunctions and damages. As per Section 5 of Chapter 10 of the Swedish

Criminal Code, criminal penalties for breach of trust can be imposed for

misappropriation of trade secrets.228 The new Act also provides punishment

of imprisonment for two years or fine for the crime of economic/corporate

espionage, whereby someone intentionally and unlawfully obtains access

to a trade secret and if such a crime is of severe nature, then the Act

provides an imprisonment of minimum six months and maximum upto six

years.22e Moreover, the Act also stipulates punishment for unlawful dealing

in a trade secret, whereby a person intentionally acquires a trade secret

deSpite knowing that the provider of such information has obtained the

access through corporate espionage. Thus, the Swedish law on trade secrets

provides sufficient remedies for infringement of trade secrets.

211 lbid.
228 Swedish Criminal Code (brottsbalken, SFS 1962:700), Ch. 10. s.5
2?e Swedish Act on Trade Secrets (2018:558), s.26.
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O. Taiwan

4.100.The Trade Secrets Act of 'laiwan, promulgated on l7'h January 1996230,

acts as the basic legal framework to protect trade secrets in Taiwan.

Initially the Act provided civil liability to the trade secret owners for

misappropriation of their trade secret and remedy in the form of damages.

However, as the instances of international economic/corporate espionage

and theft of corporate trade secrets grew manifold, Taiwan amended the

Trade Secrets Act in the year 201 3 and criminalized the theft of trade

secrets by introducing crirninal liability and fines for the offenders. Thus,

the existing Trade Secrets Act of Taiwan contains both civil and criminal

liabilify for better protection of the trade secrets in their country.

4.101.As per the Trade Secrets Act, a 'trade secret'23r means any method,

technique, process, formula, program, design or other information used in

the course of production, sales, or operations and that meets all of the

following requirements:

i. It is not generally known to persons in the relevant industry.

ii. It has economic value, actual or potential, due to its secretive

nature.

iii. Its owner has taken reasonable measures to maintain its

secrecy.

Therefore, the Act provides a comprehensive definition of'trade secret'

and focuses on the aspects ofsecrecy, economic value and reasonable steps

taken by the ovvner to protect the undisclosed information.

2!0 Laws & Regulations Database of the Republic of China
hnps://law.moj. gov.tw/ENG/Lawclass/LawH istory.aspx?pcode=J0080028 .

:rl Trade Secrets Act of Taiwan. art.

hnps://law.moj.gov.tw/ENC/LawClass/LawA ll.aspx?pcode:J008002 8.
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4. l02.Under the Act, the trade secret can be protected for an indefinite time

period provided that the information remains confidential and all the

essential requirements are met. Article 3, 4 and 5 of the Act provides for

the ownership right and lays down different instances where the secret

information may belong to different people. The Act also provides for a

provision ofjoint ownership and rights and liabilities associated with such

ownership.232 A trade secret may be assigned in whole or in part, or it may

be jointly owned. Any use or disposition of a jointly-owned trade secret

shall be unanimously approved by all co-owners in the absence of a

contractual provision. Apart from assigning, the owner ofa trade secret can

also grant a license to another person for the use of the trade secret, whose

terms are governed by the contract.233 Given that licensing arrangements

may potentially expose trade secrets to disclosure or misuse, trade secret

proprietors can implement the following safeguards when issuing licenses:

i. Incorporate confidentiatity provisions within the licensing

agreement, obligating the licensee to safeguard the trade

secret.

ii. Limit the license to individuals who have a demonstrable

need-to-know, restricting access solely to those requiring the

information for authorized purposes.

iii. Require the licensee to uphold adequate security measures'

iv. Retain the authority for the trade secret proprietor to monitor

the licensee's utilization of the trade secret and conduct

periodic audits to verify adherence to the terms of the

agreement.2ll

rr2 /d, arts.3,4,5.
:rl /d, arts. 6, 7, 8.
ir4 Chambers and Panners, "Trade Secrets for Taiwan" (2023\ availqble ql:

https://practiceguides.chambers.com/practice-guides/trade-secrets-
20i3ltaiwan#:-'-rext =Theyoz}TrudeyaoseqeG%20Aclo/o20(TSA,secrets%20foflo2Otheir7o20own%20gain.
(last visited on February 26.2024). \^
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4.l03.The Act specifically defines misappropriation of trade secrets and what

acts constitute misappropriation. Acts such as acquiring a trade secret by

improper means; acquiring, using, or disclosing a trade secret knowingly

or unknowingly due to gross negligence; using or disclosing an acquired

trade secret knowing, or not knowing due to gross negligence; using or

disclosing by improper means a legally acquired trade secret; or using or

disclosing without due cause a trade secret to which the law imposes a duty

to maintain secrecy, falls under the category of misappropriation of trade

secret.2l5

4.104 Taiwan has both civil and criminal remedies for misappropriation of trade

secret and all the remedies are specifically stipulated under the Trade

Secrets Act of Taiwan. For civil remedy. a trade secret owner can request

for removal of misappropriation and destruction of products generated

from the misappropriation or any instrument used for such

misappropriation.236 Similarly, the owner can claim for damages, can

recover the cost as well as profits and also request for injunction under the

law.237 Apart from civil remedies, the Act also stipulates specific criminal

remedies, whereby if any person obtains any illicit gain or inflict any loss

to the actual owner ofthe trade secret, then such a person can be sentenced

to a maximum of 5 years imprisonment or any short-term imprisonment,

and a fine between NT$l million and NT$10 million can be imposed'238

Thus, the Trade Secrets Act of Taiwan in itself is efficacious in providing

protection to trade secret owners.

:rt Trade Secrets Acl ofTaiwan, an. l0
116 /d. art. I I .

211 ld. arts. 12, 13.
2r3 ,/d, art. l3-1.
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P. United Arsb Emirates (UAE)

4.l06.UAE does not have a separate dedicated legal framework for the protection

of trade secrets. Instead, protection comes from a patchwork of different

regulations across various federal laws. Trade secrets are given protection

under the Penal Code2as as well as the Civil Code2ae and Labour Law250 of

UAE.

4.lO7.Article 905(5) of the Civil Code imposes a duty on the employees to not to

reveal the trade secret ofthe employer even after the expiry of employment

rre Federal Decree-Law No. 38 of202l.
2ao Federal Law n-o. I I of202l .

2al Federal Decree-Law No. 36 of202l.
242 Federal Decree-Law No.50 of2022.
2$ Federal Decree-Law No. 32 of202l.
:aa Federal Law No. 5 of 1985.
ra' Federal Decree-Law No. 34 of 2O2l and Federal Decree-Law No. 45 of202l
246 Federal Decree-Law No. 46 of202l.
!a? Federal Law No. 3 of 2022-
2!E Federal Law No. 3 of 1987.
2an Federal Law No. 5 of 1985.
rto Federal Decree-Law No. 33 of202l.
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4.l05.For enhancing transparency and hannonious business environment,

protection of trade secrets become imperative for a country like UAE

which is expanding its business network. Intellectual property rights are

govemed majorly by Copyright Law2re, Regulation & Protection of

lndustrial Property Rights24o, Trademark Law2at, whereas commercial

contracts are govemed by Commercial Transactions Law2a), Commercial

Companies Law2a3, Civil Code2aa. Commercial Contracts which are

concluded electronically will be subjected to Cyber Crime Law2a5,

Electronic Transactions Law216. Some exclusive distribution agreements

and agency agreements are govemed by the Agency Law2al .

G,



period. Those who breach the duty is liable to pay compensation to the

party/parties whose information has been disclosed against the contract.25r

4. I 08.As per Article 3 54 of Commercial Companies Law, anyone who discloses

a company's secrets is punishable by imprisonment or fine.252 It also

provides grounds for the dissolution of company that engage in unfair

competition using trade secrets.

4.1 l0.Labour Law also provides for the dismissal of an employee from the

company in which they are working, in case ofany disclosure ofany secrets

of the company.25{ Article 127 of the Labour Law also provides a restrictive

covenant along with liquidated damages for the benefit of employer to

protect confidential information wherein an employee can be restricted to

work for the company in direct competition with former employer

company within a specified location, having similar nature of business for

a specific period of time.255 It is pertinent to note that there is no time limit

mentioned as to the existence of confidentiality of any information, which

means any information can remain trade secret till the time it is open for

public access.

15r Federal Law No. 5 of 1985, an.905(5).
r5r Federal Decree-Law No: 32 of202l, an. 354
25r Federal Law No. 3 of 1987, art. 379.
2t4 Federal Decree-faw No. 33 of202l, art. 120
15t ld, arl. 127 .
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4. lO9.Penal provisions of UAE also criminalize industrial espionage and

unauthorized access to trade secrets. It penalizes the use and disclosure of

trade secrets for personal gain and makes a person liable to pay penalty not

less than AED 20,000 and imprisonment for not less than one year.25l

6/



Q. United Kingdont

4.1 I 1 .In the United Kingdom, the classification of trade secrets as 'property',

remains uncertain and it is widely believed that trade secrets do not fall

under the category of property. Nevertheless, safeguarding trade secrets

can occur through various avenues, such as, breach ofcontract claims when

a non-disclosure agreement is present or implied, other confidentiality

obligations, common-law actions for breach of confidence, or statutory

measures for protecting trade secrets.256

4.112.A common law claim for breach of confidence relies on the premise that

when information is received in confidence, one cannot take unfair

advantage ofthat information or prejudice the individual who entrusted the

information. This principle is upheld in both Scotland and England.257

4. I I 3.For information to meet the criteria, it must possess the "necessary quality

ofconfidence" and be "disclosed in circumstances importing an obligation

of confidence", such as those stipulated by a contract, inferred from the

context of disclosure, or inherent in the relationship befween the parties,

such as that of employer and employee.258 Nevertheless, especially in

employer/employee dynamics, there are constraints on the extent to which

information can be safeguarded post{ermination of the relationship'

Specifically, the information must maintain a sufficiently high level of

:5t DLA piper, -DLA Piper's Cuide ro Going Clobal - Intellectual Property and Technology- United Kingdom"

9 (February 9, 2023), a|iilable at: file:///C:/Users/UNDER%20SECRETARY/Downloads/DLA-Piper-Guide-to-
Ooing-Clobal-lPT-United-Kingdom.pdf (last visited on February 20, 2024).
r5, Siottish Law Commission No. 90. Breach of Coqfulence .19 (December, 1984\, availablc al: chrome-

extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcaj pcglclefindmkaj/https://w*'\ry.scollawcom.gov.uVfilesl5'7l2l8Ol5l1448126-07'
2OlO_1437 8E6.pdf(last visited on February 20.2024).
,, ote pip"r,.blA piper's Guide to Going Global Intellectual Property and Technology- United Kingdom"

I I (February 9,20231, irqilabta at: fitei/t/CilL)sersluNDER%20SECRETARY/Downloads/DLA-Piper-Guide-
to-Going-Global-lPT-United-Kingdom.pdf (last visited on February 20, 2024)'
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confidentiality. with exceptionally sensitive trade secrets potentially being

safeguarded indefi nitely.25')

4.1l4.Confidential information and trade secrcts receive protection under both

common law and equity, although Scottish law doesn't acknowledge the

notion of equity. With the Trade Secrets (Enforcement, etc.) Regulations

2018 in the UK, there's a considerable overlap, as these regulations now

also safeguard trade secrets.26o

4.115.These Regulations define a 'trade secret'26r as information that:

a. Is secret (i.e., is not generally known or readily accessible to

persons within circles that deal with such information);

b. Has commercial value as it is secret; and

c. Has been subjected to reasonable steps by the person in

control to keeP it a secret.

4.1I6.The interpretation of "reasonable steps" will evolve through court

applications of this law. Simply labelling something as a trade secret is

unlikely to suffice on its own.262

4.1 I 7.The Regulations prohibit the unauthorized acquisition, use, or disclosure

oftrade secrets, including unauthorized access. "Unlawful" denotes actions

that are unauthorized or contrary to honest commercial practices'261

r5q Tom Scourfield, Joel Vertes. "Trade Secret Laws and Regulations in the UK CMS Law", (2022\ dvoilahlc otl

hnps://cms.law/en/inrexpert-guides/cms-expen-guide-to-rade-secrets/united-kingdom (last visited on February

20,2024\.re Scottish Law Commission No. 90, Breuch of Conlidence 5 (1984)' a*tilqble at: chrome-

extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcaj pcglclefindmkaj/hnps://www.scotlawaom.gov.uUfiles/5'l121801511448126-0'7'
2010 I 43 7_8 86.pdf (last visited on Feb 20,2024).
26r The Trade Secrets (Enforcement, Etc.) Regulations 2018 (201 8 No. 597), s. 2.
:6r The Trade Secrets (Er.iforcement, Etc.) Regulations 2018 (2018 No.597)' s.2.
16r Tanya Aplin and Richard Amold, "UK Implementation ofthe Trade Secrets Dircctivc" .1 .scr,vosbo, T. Llinssen

and T. Riii (Eds). the Hdrnonisalion and Ptotcction o{ Trade Sccrels in the El. dn,.lpPrdisal of the Eli
Directiva 65-85 (2020\, aMilahle 4t: http://dx.doi.org/ I 0.2139/ssrn.-l393593 (last visited on February 20,2024).
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4.1 l8.The Regulations also affirm that trade secrets are infringed upon through

their unauthorized acquisition, use, or disclosure. Given that only one of

these actions is necessary for infringement, it's conceivable for

infringement to occur even if a trade secret was lawfully acquired but later

used or disclosed unlawfully.26a

4.1 l g.Furthermore, in accordance with UK law, damages aim to reimburse for

incurred losses. The Regulations speciff that financial compensation

should not exceed the royalties or fees that would have been payable if the

individual had acquired a license to utilize the trade secret in question, for

the duration during which the use of the trade secret could have been

restricted.265

4.120.UK courts are proficient and accustomed to employing various measures

to uphold confidentiality during court proceedings. These measures may

include closed hearings, declarations designating specific evidence as

confidential, and restricting access to information through "confidentiality

clubs."266

4.12 I .The Regulations explicitly mandate that trade secrets maintain

confidentiality both during and after legal proceedings. They prohibit

anyone involved in trade secret proceedings (including parties, lawyers,

experts, and court officials) from utilizing or disclosing the trade secret or

87

r6a "Trade Secrets: An International Perspective on Their Protection and Tips to Mitigate Disclosure Risk" (&i,
Gates (2022), availahle at,. https://www.klgates.conr/Trade-Secrets-An-lnternational-Perspective-on-Their-
Protection-and-Tips-to-M itigate-Disc losure-Risk- I 2- l9-2022 (last visited on February 20, 202'l)'
l6t The Trade Secrets (Enforcement. Etc.) Regulations 20l8 (2018 No' 597). s. l6(2).
:6 Herbert Smith Freehills. "UK: Definition and Protection ofTrade Secrets and Undisclosed Know-How to Be

Harmonised Across Europe" (20 1 4 ), ava ilqble att htlpsil/hsfnotes.com/employmenr2Ol 4/0 1/ 1O/uk-defi nition-

and-protection-of-trade-secrets-and-undisclosed-know-how-to-be-lrarmonised-across-europc/ (last visited on

February 20, 2024).
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any information claimed to be a trade secret.267 Additionally, the

Regulations authorize the court to limit access to a document or hearing

and to redact its judgment.268

4)22.Trade secrets, which encompass various types of confidential information,

are widely recognized as valuable assets for both U.S. businesses and the

overall economy.26e Examples range from search engine algorithms to soft

drink recipes. Laws safeguarding trade secrets have been implemented by

Congress and state legislatures. Federal and State courts consistently

handle numerous trade secrets cases, with over a thousand filings annually

in U.S. district courts in recent years.270

4.l23.The safeguarding of trade secrets involves a blend of state and federal

regulations, which outline a range of civil and criminal penalties for the

"misappropriation" of trade secrets, defined as "the improper acquisition,

disclosure. or use of a trade secret."27r

4. l24.While traditionally safeguarded primarily by state regulations, trade secrets

have increasingly fallen under the purview of federal civil and criminal

statutes. During the I l7'h Congress, legislators introduced multiple bills

pertaining to trade secrets, predominantly aimed at mitigating the

perceived threat of trade secret theft by foreign govemments and agents'

267 The Trade Secrets (Enforcement, Etc.) Regularions 2018 (2018 No.597), s. l0(l).
163 The Trade Secrets (Enforcement, Etc.) Regulations 2018 (2018 No.597)' s. I0(5).
26e Suzana Nashkova, "Defining Trade Secrets in the United States: Past and Present Challenges - a Way

Forward?" 54 //C 634-6'12 (20231.
r7o Research GUIDES,,'Trade Secret Laws", arailahlc dt https://law.gwu.libguides.conr/tradesecrets/primary#s-

lg-box-20480258 (last visited on February 19,2024).
zlr Legal Information lnstitute, Cornell Law School, "Trade Secret", avoilable qll

https://www.law.comell.edu/wex/trade-secret (last visiled on February I9' 2024).
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This focused discussion presents an outline of how trade secrets are defined

and safeguarded within the framework of U.S. legislation. Additionally, it

explores specific bills introduced during the I l7'h Congress pertaining to

this subject matler.21z

4. 1 25.Protection of trade secrets in the United States of America

covered under the following legislations:

a. Uniform Trade Secrets Act of 
,l985

b. Economic Espionage Act of 1996

c. Defend Trade Secrets Act of20l6

i. State Laws

4.126.State statutes typically grant trade secret holders the ability to initiate legal

action and secure compensation or injunctive measures in cases of trade

secret misappropriation. In the majority of states, along with the District of

columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, civil litigation related

to trade secrets is regulated by the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA)' an

Act initially published in 1979 and subsequently enacted, albeit with certain

modifications, on a state-by-state basis. The only exceptions to the adoption

of UTSA are North carolina, which has implemented a comparable statute,

and New York, where claims of trade secret misappropriation are regulated

by common law principles. while state courts typically hold jurisdiction

over UTSA claims, plaintiffs have the option to file specific UTSA lawsuits

in U.S. district courts.273

rTrCongressional Research Service, "An lntroduction to Trade Secrets Law in the United States" I (2018)'

.Dqib;le at: chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcaj pcglclefindmkaj/https://sgp.fas.org/crs/secrecy/lF I 23 l5 pd f
(last visited on February 19, 202.1).
ir, Shuron K. Sandeen and Christopher B. seaman, "Toward a Federal Jurisprudence of Trade secret Law."

32 Berkeley Technologt I'av Joutnol 829-914 (2017).
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ii. Defend Trade Secrcts Acts

4.127.1n 2016, Congress enacted the Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA),

establishing a fresh civil remedy for cases of trade secret misappropriation

within the scope of federal law. DTSA does not supplant state statutes like

UTSA; instead, it introduces a complementary avenue for plaintiffs to bring

forth trade secret misappropriation lawsuits in federal court if "the trade

secret is related to a product or service used in interstate or foreign

commerce."27a

4.128.1t is argued that DTSA has enhanced safeguards for trade secret proprietors

by facilitating simpler access to federal courts and permitting expedited

seizure of assets in certain situations to recover pilfered trade secrets but

some critics also argue that DTSA largely duplicates UTSA and has not

succeeded in achieving niitionwide consistency in trade secrets legislation.

For example, federal coutts have exhibited inconsistency regarding whether

DTSA empowers them to prohibit employees from accepting new roles that

could potentially lead to the "inevitable disclosure" of their previous

employers' trade secrets, highlighting a divergence in states' laws.2?5

r?r House of Representatives Repon l14-529. "Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016" 6, available.lr: chrome-

extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkhj/https://www.congress.gov/ll4/crpr'hrpt529/CRPT-
I l4hrpt529.pdf (Febtuary 19, 20241.
rrt House oi Representatives Report I 14-529, "Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016" 12, available al: chrome-

extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclelindmkaj/https://www.congress.gov/ I I 4/crpt/hrpt529/CRPT-

I l4hAt529.pdf (Feb ruary 19,20?41. The Committee notes that courts interpreting State trade secret laws have

reached different conclusions on the applicability ofthe inevitable disclosure doctrine. Compare Pepsi(o' lnc. v.

Redmond,54 F.3d 1262,1269 (7th Cir. 1995) ("A plaintiff may prove a claim oftrade secret misappropriation

by demonstrating that the defendant's new employment will inevitably lead him to rely on the plaintiffs trade

sicrets"). with i'h1,re v- Schlage l-ockCo. t25 Cal. Rptr.2d 277.281 (Ct. App.2002) (rejecting explicitly the

inevitable disclosure doctrine under Califomia law).
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4.129.A possible distinction between DTSA and UTSA lies in their respective

extents of extraterritorial jurisdiction (i.e., applicability to conduct outside

the United States).276

4.130.A bill introduced during the 1l7tr' Congress, named the Protect American

Trade Secrets Act of 2021 (H.R.4327). had the potential to broaden the

extraterritorial jurisdiction of DTSA by enshrining that DTSA "shall apply

to conduct occurring outside the United States and impacting United States

commerce."277

ll l. Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930

4.13 I .Apart from pursuing legal action in state and federal courts, owners oftrade

secrets have the option to file specific misappropriation claims with the U.S.

Intemational Trade Commission (lTC) under Section 337 of the Tariff Act

of 1930.278

4.132.The ITC has the authority to issue injunctions halting the importation of

products detrimental to U.S. industries, especially those manufactured using

unlawfully obtained trade secrets. This relief can be mandated by the ITC

even if the misappropriation occurs beyond the borders of the United

states.2?e

,76 Fisher phillips, "A Key Difference Between the DTSA and UTSA: "Continued Misappropriation" Continues

to be a Viable Claim" Lexologt, April 3,2017, available at:
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=9bb l4 le2-4366-.t9Eb-8ffd-5 lbdb80l cc3e (last visiled on

February 19, 2024).
277 protict American Trade Secrers Act of202l (H.R.4327). availdble att htlpsi lwww.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-

congress,ttouse-bill/4327ltexl2r="1&s=l (last visited on February 19,2024).
2?3 Fanel Report L/6439-36S/345, "United Stares - Section 337 (,fthe TariffAct of 1930" 4 (January 16, 1989),

availohle qt'. chrome-

extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.wro.org/english/tratop-e/dispu e/gatt-e/8 7tar3 3 7.p

df(last visited on February 19.2024).
r7e Congressional Research Service RL34292, -lntellectual Property Rights and lnternational Trade" (2020),

available al. chrome-
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4.l33.During the l17th Congress, a proposed legislation known as the Secrets Act

of 2021 (S. 2064280 aimed to establish a distinct mechanism permitting the

ITC to scrutinize and prevent the importation of goods manufactured using

trade secrets unlawfully acquired "by a foreign agent or foreign

instrumentality" for reasons of national security.

tv. Economic Espionage Act

4.l34.The Econornic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA) criminalized the unlawful

acquisition of trade secrets, whether for foreign espionage or commercial

motives, under federal law. According to this legislation, economic

espionage involves unlawfully obtaining a trade secret with the intention to

serve the interests ofany foreign government, entity, or agent. Convictions

under this offense could result in substantial fines imposed on both

individuals and entities, as well as potential prison terms of up to l5 years.

Commercial theft, as defined by this statute, involves the unlawful

acquisition of a trade secret with the intent to harm its owner. Offenders may

face penalties including fines and imprisonment for up to l0 years.28r

4.13 5.Unfortunately, the EEA has f'ailed to prevent trade secret theft and foreign

economic espionage. While the Computer Crirne and Intellectual Property

Section of the United States Department of Justice has performed admirably,

the strain on governmental resources is overwhelming. In the absence of a

federal civil cause of action, American companies lack sufficient means to

extensionJ/efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkajArttps://crsrepons.congress.gov/producrpdflRL/RL34292 ( last

visited on February 19,20241.
:30 Secrets Act of 2021 (S. 2067). av.rilqble at'. https://www.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-congress/senate-

bill/2067#:'rext:This%20billo/.20expands%20the%20authority,a%20foreign%20agentVo2ooP/o20instrumentali
ty. (last visited on F'ebruary 19, 2024).
r3r U.S. Depanment of Justice, Criminal Resourcc Manual 1000-1499. "l 122. Inlroduction to the Economic
Espionage Act" (2015), arailqble ql: https://wwwjustice.gov/archives/jrn/crinrinal-resource-manual-1122-
introduction-economic-espionage-act (last visited on February I 9, 2024).
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safeguard their trade secret assets in today's global economy, which

transcends intemational borders.282

v Considerations for Congress

4.l36.The I l7'h Congress deliberated on various bills related to trade secrets,

including those mentioned earlier (H.R. 4327 and S. 2067).283 These bills

primarily tackled the perceived risk of misappropriation by individuals

outside the United States. One such proposal as introduced was the

Combating Chinese Purtoining (CCP) of Trade Secrets Act (S. 1245)284,

which focused on increasing relevant criminal penalties, imposes visa and

immigration-related restrictions, and sets out other provisions to deter

espionage, theft of trade secrets, and improper interference with U.S.

elections by foreign persons, with a particular focus on China.

4.1 3T.Several bills proposed during the I 1 7'h Congress aimed to institute penalties,

such as immigration constraints, against individuals who are not U.S.

citizens and engage in trade secret theft. The CCP Act285 and the Stop Theft

of lntellectual Property Act of 2021 (S. 1409)2{16 would have classified

individuals who contravene the Economic Espionage Act (EEA) and

282 R. Mark Halligan, Protectinfi tl.S. Trqde Secret Assets in the 21" Century, 6:l Landslide (September/October

20l3\. available ar: hnps://www.americanbar.org/groups/intellectual property_law/publications/landslide/2013 -

l4lseptember-october-2o13/ (last visited on February 19, 2024).
r3r Prorect American Trade Secrets Act of 202 I ( H.R.4327), a,raildble at'. hftps://www.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-

congress/house-bilV4 327 hext?t=l &s=l (last visircd on February 19,2024\i Seffets Act of 2021 (S. 2067)'

available at https://www.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-congress/senate-

b il l/206 7# :- lext=Th iso/o20billY"20expandso/o20theo/o20authotity ,ago20foreignVo20agento/o20or'/"20instrumental i

ty. (last visited on February 19.2024).
28a CCP Trade Secrets Act ( S. I 245 ), ava ilable or. httpsl lwww.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-congress/senate-bill/ | 245

(last visited on February 19,2024).
r3t CCP Trade Secrets Act ( S. I 245 ), ava ilehlc qti https:llwww.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-congress/senate-billi 1245

(last visited on February 19.2024).
:36 Stop Theft of lntellectual Propeny Act of2O2l {5.1409\. nailable at: htlps://www.congress.gov/bill/ I I 7th-

congresysenate-b il l/ I 409/al l-in fo# :--: texl= I ntrod ucedo/o20 in9'o20senateo/.20(O4'yo2F28o/.2F2021\,-

Stop%20ThefP/o20o f&text=Th is%20bi llo/o2qmakesYo20lheo/Aom isappropriat ion,e ntryor'o20intoo/o20the"/o20unit

edTo2oStates (last visited on February 19,2024).
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specific other statutes as inadmissible and subject to deportation under U.S.

immigration regulations. Likewise, the Protecting American Intellectual

Properfy Act of 2022 (S. 1294)287 aimed to prohibit or rescind entry visas

for individuals determined by the President to have knowingly participated

in, profited from, or assisted in trade secret the{t deemed "a significant threat

to the national security, foreign policy, or economic well-being or financial

stability of the United States."

S. Yemen

4.l39.Chapter4 of the Act deals with undisclosed information. Anicle 29,30,31

and 32 define the contours of what information is protected. The general

provision of mandatory licenses is not applicable to undisclosed

information and only applies to patents, utility models and IC layouts.288

There is a general penal provision imposing fine up to 500,000 Rial on any

one violating provisions of the Act including those pertaining to

Undisclosed Information.28e

2a1 Protecting American Intellectual Property Act of 2022 (S. 1294), available al:
https://www.congress.gov/bill/l I 7th-congress/senate-
bilf/1294#:'rext=This%20bill%20irnposes7o20sanctions7o20on,a%20U.S.%20individual/o20of/,20entity (last

visited on February \9,2024).
r33 Act relating to Patents, Utility Models, Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits and Undisclosed Information,

94

4.138.The applicable legislation in Yemen is the Patents, Utility Models,

Integrated Circuit Layouts and Undisclosed Information Act, 201 I .

4. 140.In addition to this penalty, holder of such undisclosed information can file

a case demanding compensation for an offence under the Act, including

those relating to undisclosed information.2e0

201 I (Yemen), art. 33.
23e Id, art. 3'1 .
2q [d, art.38. w



T, European Union

4.14l.The EU Trade Secrets Directive 20161943l,2et (hereinafter "EU

Directive") was adopted on June 8, 2016 and came into force on July 5,

2016. While the EU Directive came in the year 2016, its idea was first

mooted in 2013 with an initial proposal fbllowed by second proposal in

)0142e2 and a compromise text in 20152e3. The EU Directive required

Member States to implement its provisions by transposition into their

domestic legal framework latest by June 9,2018. The EU Directive serves

as a broad framework within which members states are required to provide

national laws on the subject matter. This directive aims to standardize

aspects of substantive and procedural laws concerning trade secrets across

EU Member States. Articles 2 to 5 outline definitions such as 'trade secret',

'trade secret holder', 'infringer', and 'infringing goods', and also clarify

what is lawful and untawful acquisition, use, and disclosure of trade

secrets, along with exceptions. Further, Articles 6 to 15, constituting the

majority of the directive, address measures, procedures, and remedies

against unauthorized acquisition, use, or disclosure oftrade secrets'

4.142.The EU Directive adopts conceptual ambivalence on the aspect of trade

secret protection being aligned with intellectual property rights or unfair

competition law.2ea In defining what amounts to lawful and unlawful

acquisition, use and disclosure of trade secrets in Articles 3 and 4

,er Direcrive (EU) 2016/943 of8 June 2016 on the protection ofundisclosed know-how and business information

(trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure. availdble at hftps://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

contenVEN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:320 I 6L0943&rid=4.
:er Bianca Fox,..Tripping Over the EU Trade Secret Directive: "Reasonable Sleps" to Get Back on Track" l9
Chi.-Kent J. tntell.'t;roj. 67 (2020), available at'. https://scholarship.kentlaw.iit.edu/ckjip/voll9/issl/ll (last

visited on February 14,2024\.
?qr Davide Arcidiacono. ,'The Trade Secrets Directive in the Intemational Legal Framework" I Europaan Papers

I 073 (2016), available al; https://www.europeanpapers.eu/en/europeanforum/trade-secrets'directive-

intemational-legal-framework (last visited on February 14. 2024).
rea Tanya Aplin]..The Limits ofTrade Secret Proteqtion in the EU" in Sharon K. Sandeen, Christoph Rademacher

et.ol. (eds.\, net"or"h ttandbook on tnjoru.rtion Lav .1nd Goternanc'e 1'15 (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2021 ).
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respectively, reference has been made to "honest commercial practices"

which shows that the EU Directive exhibits a clear tilt towards the realm

of unfair competition rather than an intellectual property like conception.

This is further evident from recital 2 of the Directive which describes

protection of trade secrets as 'a complement or as an altemative to

intellectual property rights. This is in line with the conceptual

understanding on the nature of trade secrets/confidential information that

has emerged in Europe over time. An overwhelming majority of EU

member states protect trade secrets under the regime of unfair competition

combined with criminal sanction.2e5 They generally do not treat trade

secrets as either property or intellectual property.2e6

4.143 The EU Directives are instructive on certain procedural aspects. While

members are free to adopt their own rules on limitation, the maximum

duration of limitation period has been prescribed as 6 years.2e7 Anicle 9

imposes an obligation to maintain confidentiality with respect to trade

secret or confidential information that parties become aware of on account

of participation in proceedings. Further, this confidentiality requirement

remains in force even after such legal proceedings have terminated. The

Article addresses other aspects pertaining to confidentiality ofproceedings,

restricting access to documents submitted before the court and making

available non-confidential version of any judicial decision.

4.l44.Certain other notable aspects include usage of the word "trade secret

holder" instead of "owner'!2e8 and that Article I itself permits that

:e5 Tanya Aplin, "Right to Property and Trade Secrets" in C Gcigcr (ed.), 421 Rescot'ch llondbook on Ilunon
Rights dnd lntellectual Propcr1,(Ed\Nard Elgar, 2015). .woilohlc ul: https://ssrn.com/abstracF2620999 (last
visited on February 14.2024).

']e7 Directive (EU) 2016/943, art.8.
2e3 Directive (EU) 20161943. an.2(2')
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member states may provide more far-reaching protection so far as there

is compliance with specified Articles of the EU Directive that exhibits a

minimum harmonization approach2ee. Further, recital 5 acknowledges

the binding nature of the TRIPS Agreement on EU member states.

Accordingly, the definition of trade secret in Article 2(1) has been lifted

from Article 39.2 of the TRIPS Agreement. Furthermore, Article 6(1)

obligates Member States establish measures, procedures and remedies

necessary to ensure the availability of civil redress against the unlawful

acquisition, use and disclosure of trade secrets. Thus, under the EU

Directive, no criminal tiability or sanctions have been mandated.

Another notable aspect that ties in with the minimum harmonization

approach reflected in Article I is that while the EU Directive seeks to

harmonize the law, such endeavour is only partial as certain key issues

like employee and ex-employee liability remain unregulated. 300

:ee Davide Arcidiacono, "The Trade Secrets Directive in the lnternational Legal Framework" I Eut'opean Pdpers
I 073 (20 | 6), available d! . https://wrvw.europeanpapers.eu/en/europeanforum/trade-secrets-d irective-
international-legal-framework (last visited on February l,t, :024).
r00 Tanya Aplin, "The Linrits ofTrade Secret Protection in the EU" in Sharon K. Sandeen, Christoph Rademacher
el.al. (eds.), Reseat'ch Hqndbook on lnlbrniation L6t and Governance 175 (Eduard Elgar Publishing, 2021 ).
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5. TRADE SECRII'I'S: PRI]VAlLlNG LFI(;Al- POSITI()N IN INDIA

A. .4pplicoble Laws

India is a signatory to the TRIPS Agreement and thus has an obligation to

protect "undisclosed information". However, Article 39 of the TRIPS

Agreement does not mandate any particular framework to be adopted to

ensure adequate protection. Only a minimum criterion specifying the kind

of information that ought to be protected and against what sort ofpractices

the protection has to be ensured have been nrentioned. Thus, India did not

adopt any specific legislation as in the case of other intellectual property

rights that fall within the ambit of the TRIPS Agreement and continues to

provide protection under common law and contract law, as was the position

prior to the adoption of the TRIPS Agreement in 1994.

5.2. In India, there is no singular law addressing the issue of misappropriation

of trade secrets. There is a patch-work of remedies/laws available to the

holder oftrade secrets to vindicate its rights in protecting such information.

In such a scenario, protection that has been extended to trade secrets is

largely judge-made law.30r It is perhaps owing to the case-law driven nature

of trade secret protection that introduces inconsistency and uncertainty in

law. Courts over the years have protected trade secrets on basis of

principles of equity, and at times, upon a common law action of breach of

confidence, which is in effect amounts to a breach of contractual

obligation.3o2 Thus, as it stands now, trade secrets are protected under

principles equity, common law action of breach of confidence and

98

5.1.

r0r Chandni Raina, Working Paper - Trade Secret Protection in India: The Policy Debate, Centre for WTO Studies

9 (September, 2015), availahle at.

https://wtocentre.iift.ac.ir/workingpaper/Tradeo/o20Secret"/o20Protection%20in%20lndia-
yo20"lheo/.20policyyo20debate.pdf (iast visited on January I 8, 202'1).
3o2 Faifest llediq Ltd. v. ll'l) Group PI.C & Ors., (2015) 3 ICC 75 : (2015) 2 CHN 704.
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contractual obligations.r03 The Indian Contract Act, 1872 and the Specific

Relief Act, 1963 apply to contractual matters. Further, an overwhelming

majority of trade-secret disputes are employer-employee disputes and fall

within the realm of Section 27 of the Indian Contract Act. 1872.10{

5.3. In addition to these, liability can also arise under the provisions of the

Indian Penal Code, 1860305 such as Section 379 tbr theft; Section 405 to

409 against criminal breach oftrust; Section 417 for cheating; and Section

418 for Cheating with knowledge that wrongful loss may ensue to person

whose interest offender is bound to protect. Since the Bharatiya Nyaya

Sanhita, 2023306 has been enacted, the corresponding provisions under

Section 303 for theft; Section 3 16 against criminal breach of trust; and

Section 318 against cheating can be possibly invoked. Further, where

computer resources or electronic records are in issue, the provisions of the

Information Technology Act, 2000307 viz. Section 43 on penalty and

compensation for damage to computer, computer system, etc.; Section 66

against computer related offences; Section 668 providing punishment for

dishonestly receiving stolen computer resource or communication device;

Section 72 providing penalty for breach of confidentiality and privacy; and

Section 72A on punishment for disclosure of information in breach of

lawful contract can also come into play. Further, third parties can also be

liable under the Information Technology Act unless they are exempted by

virtue of Section 79.

ror Md Zafar Mahfooz Nomani and Faizanur Rahman, "lntellection ofTrade Secrel and Innovation Laws in India"
16 Journ<tl of Intellcctral Propertt' Righrr 341 (20 | l).
rN Prashant Reddy T., "The 'Other lP Right': Is It Time to Codify the Indian Law on Protcction ofConfidential
Information?" 5 Journal ofNational l,ae Uni\)ersity Delhi I (2008\
ro5 Act rr-o. 45 of 1860.
16 Act No. 45 of2023.
ro' Act No. 2l of2000.
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B. Jutliciol Interprelotion tnd Precedents

5.4. The law on protection of trade secret or confidential information, in the

absence of any specific law, is largely driven by judicial precedents. An

obligation to maintain confidentiality may arise in three ways - by the

existence of contract or contractual provisions, under equity, or by the

effect of a statute such as the Official Secrets Act, 1 913.:tttr

Defining Trade Secrets and Confidential Information

5.5. The first aspect that one observes is the attempt by couns at defining trade

secrets. Courts in their decisions have made reference to the various

definitions of"trade secret" or "confidential information". For instance, the

definition of "trade secret" as defined in Black's Law Dictionarysoe which

reads:

"a formula, process, device or other business information that is
kept confidential to maintain an advantage over the competitors. It
is the information which includes formula, pattern, compilation,
programme, device, method, technique or process. That derives

independent economic value from nol being generally known or
readily ascertainable by others who can obtain economic value from
its disclosure or use."3to

"32. Regarding olleged confidentiality about the customers'nomes
and addresses and their financial portfulios, it is being canvassed

)oB Tarun ll'adhva v. Saregama lndia Ltd, (2021) 88 PTC 421.
)@ Bombay Dyeing and l'lanufacturing (-o. Ltd. v. Mehar Karan Sihgh, (2OlOl7 M.ah LJ 48 : (2010) 5 AIR Bom

R 5 73.
110 Black's Law Dictionary.9'h ed., at 1633.
rr r (2006) 3 LLN 21 7 : (2006) l l0 FLR l06l
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5.6. ln American Express Bank, Ltd. v. Pril'a Puri,itt the Delhi High Court

made the following observations while defining what constitutes trade

secrets or confi dential information:
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that since it is confidential, the plaintilf has an exclusive right to deal
with these customers. Reliance has been placed by the plaintiff
on Lansing Linde, Ltd. v. Kerr, [(1991) I All E.R. 418J, to contend
as to what constitutes trade secrets and confidential information.
Defining what constitutes trade secrets and confidential information
Lord Staughton held as follov,s:

"a trade secret is information vhich, if disclosed to a competitor,
would be liable to cause real or significant harm to the owner of
the secret. I would add first, that it must be information used in a
trade or business, and secondly that the owner must limit the
dissemination of it or al leasl not encourage or permit
w idespread pub lication. "

It (trade secrets) can thw include not only secret formulae for the

manufacture ofproducts but also, in an appropriale case, the names

of customers and the goods which they buy."

lt. Trade Secrets, Confidential Information & Contracts

5.7 . In the first category of cases where there is a contract, the cause of action

is grounded in breach of contract and the Indian Contract Act, 1872 is the

applicable law. Majority of such contractual disputes before the Indian

courts are employer-employee disputes wherein there is either a non-

compete clause or a Non-Disclosure Agreement ('NDA") and its breach is

alleged. However, it cannot be said that there can be no incidents of

contracts where breach of confidence can be claimed.l12 Where there is no

explicit clause, confidence may be implied and breach ofsuch confidence

would be adjudged within the contours of such a contract.

5.8. When it comes to employer-employee disputes, the main issues revolve

around enforcement of a non-compete clause to prevent an employee from

1t:l-arun lladh\t,a v. Saregama lndia Ltd. (2021) 88 PTC 423.
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joining a competitor on the ground that information may be divulged.3r3

While Section 27 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 would prohibit

enforcement of such a restrictive clause as being in restraint of trade,

decisions have been rendered on both sides of the spectrum. For instance,

the Supreme Court in Niranjan Shankar Golikari v The Century Spinning

& Mfg Co.3ta upheld a non-compete clause which prevented the employee

from joining a competitor during the original period/duration of the

contract, which was five years in the present instance. The Coun was of

the opinion that such a clause was not a restraint within the meaning of

Section 27. ln a subsequent judgment, the Supreme Court distinguished

between negative covenants during the course of employment and negative

covenants after employment.3ls The Court held that negative covenants

during the course of employment were permissible, however, post-

termination such covenants were void in the eyes of the law. This

interpretation of restraint of trade during the post-contractual period has

been uniform, consistent and unchanged from 1874 till 2006, followed by

all the High Courts in India, and expressly approved and re-affirmed by the

Supreme Court.3r6 Thus, in an overwhelming majority of decisions, the

courts have denied injunctive retief to employers for restraining their

former employee from joining a competitor and have held such restrictions

on the employee post-temination to be void and unenforceable'3r7 Further,

the doctrine of restraint of trade is not confined solely to employment

rrr prashant p.eddy T., "The 'Other IP Right': ls lr Time ro Codib the lndian Law on Pmtection ofConfidential

Information?" 5 Jorrnal of National knt l,tniversiry' Dalhi I (2008\.

'|r{ t967 AtR SC 1098.
tts Superinlendence Company of Indiu v. Krishna Mwgai, AIR 1980 SC l7l7 : l98l (2) SCC 246'
ltb Percept D'Mark (lndia) (P) Ltd. v. Zaheer Khan, (2006) I SCC 227.
tt1 Oakes & Compqny v. Jackson and .{nt.,l.L.R. I Madras 134: The Brahmaputra Teq Co' Lkl v' E' Scarth

l.L.R. I I Calcutta54 5., Pragji Soorj i y, Pranj ivan 1'ooljaran 5 Bom l,R 878; (ris han lllurgai v, Superintendence

Co. o/ tndia, AIR t979 Delhi 232; G.R.l',. Rajan \. Tube lnrestntents ol tndia Ltd, (1995) I LW 274', Sandhya

orginic chemicals (Ptiwte). Ltd. v.llnited Phosphorou.s. Lrd.. A.l.R. 1997 Guj. 177: Ambiance lndia

e;ivate), Ltd. y. Nqueen Jain,20o5 (4) L.L.N. 6O6; Pepsi t;oods, Ltd. v. BharLlt Coca Cola lloldings (Private).

Ltd..8l (lggg\ D.L.T. 122 Americqn Express Bank t.td. v. Priya Puri. (2006) 3 LLN 217 : (2006) ll0 FLR

106l; Stellclr Inlonnation Technologt Pet Ltd v. Rakesh liunrur & Ors.. (2016) 234 DLT I l4
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contracts but is equally applicabte to other types of contracts as well.irE

Thus, licensing agreements or other business agreements wherein such

confidential information is shared and non-disclosure clauses are included

in the contract are equally govemed by Section 27.

5.9. Confidentiality agreements and Non-Disclosure Agreements are entirely

permissible under law.3re In fact, the importance of such agreements for

business and commerce in today's highly globalised world cannot be

overstated. Such clauses are a regular feature of commercial alTangements

and are based upon the trust, honesty and confidential relationship befween

the parties.320 However, what is impermissible and struck down by courts

in an attempt to enforce a covenant in restraint oftrade in the guise ofsuch

an agreement or clause.32r Confidentiality clauses cannot be expanded to

such an extent that they include information in the public domain and such

an attempt is nothing but trying to restrain trade as nothing proprietary or

confidential is actually sought to be protected.322 An employee cannot

restrict competition by preventing his employee from joining a competitor

but he can protect his confidential information and secrets.323

5.10. Another aspect that is often brought before courts is the use of information

that an employee may retain in his mind or a skill imparted during

employment which may be used in future employment. In this regard, the

courts have noted that nothing in law can prevent a person from acquiring

knowledge which makes him a better employee for future employment and

lts Percept D'Mork (lndia) (P) I-t.l. v. Zaheer Khan, (2006) 4 SCC 227.

'te Fairlest Medio Lrd. v. ITE Group PLC, (2015) 3 ICC 75 : (2015) 2 CHN 704.
!20 Anindya Mukherjee v- Cleqn Coots PtL Ltd., (201l't I Mah LJ 573 : (201 | ) 3 Bom CR 70.

'lt M/s. Stellar lnformation Technologl Ptivqte Ltd. v. Mr. Rakesh Kumar & Ors., (2016) 234 DLT l14.
-" la.
t1J Herbert Morris Ltd. v. S6elby,(1916) t AC 688 : I l4 LT 618 cited in Saperintendence Co. of lndiav. Krishan

lt'lurgai , (1981\ 2 SCC 246 .
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he is only prevented from divulging confidential information which he has

received as an employee to competitor or any third party.32a Employees

perform a range of function and are exposed to a variety of information in

the course of their employment, alt of which is not confidential in nature.

An employee cannot be restrained from using the business acumen that

they acquire during their employment.325 The observations of Lord Shaw

in Herbert Morris Ltd. v. Saxelby,326 as quoted by the Bombay High Court

in V.M. Deshpande v. Arvind Mills Company Ltd.,321 become relevant:

mister's orooer and there i,s no rule of oublic interest which
prevenls a trlns fer oflhem asainst the mister's will beinp restrained.
On the olher hand, a in man's aptitude, his skill, his dexteritv his
manual or mental abilirv all those thinss which in sound
philosophical I,anguaqe are not ob iective. but subiective they may

and they ousht not to be relinquished by a seruant; they are not his
mister's orooer the re his own oroDertv: tht 0re himself There

is no public interest which compels the rendering of those things
dormant or sterile or unavailing; on lhe contrary, the right to use

and to expand his povers is adttantageous to every citizen, and may

be highly sofor the country at large. This distinction which was also
questioned in argument, is iust as plain as the other. "

(emphasis added)

In light of the above, it can be safely concluded that the inevitable

disclosure doctrine that has been applied in the US does not apply in the

Indian context. The inevitable disclosure doctrine permits an employee to

restrict the employment of his ex-employee with a competitor despite

failing to establish that the employee has taken or threatens to use trade

tza V. lll. Deshpande v. Arvind Mills Conpany Ltd.,lLR 1946 Bom 89 : ( 1946) 48 Bom LR 90
r2t Ambiance lndia (Priwte) l.td. v. Naveen Jain, (2O05) 8l DRJ 538 : (20O5) 122 DLT 421.
116 U9t6l I A.C. 688.
r']r ILR 1946 Bom 89: (1946) 48 Bom LR 90.
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secrets. Under this doctrine, the employee may be injuncted from such

employment by "demonstrating the employee's new job duties will

inevitably cause the employee to rely upon knowledge of the former

employer's trade secrets."i28

5.11. It must be noted that when it comes to analyzing the validity of such

clauses, the courts cannot traverse beyond the words of Section 27 of the

Indian Contract Act and there is no scope ofassessing the reasonability of

such clauses. Such clauses in their operation being in restraint of trade,

whether partial or complete, are void.32e The observations of the Supreme

Court in Superintendence Company of India (P) Ltd. v. Krishan Murgai33o

become relevant in this regard:

"26. Now, so far as the present case is concerned, the law is to be

found in section 27 ofthe Contract Act 1872, which reads:

" 27. Agreement in restraint oftrade void-Every agreement by

which any one is restrained from exercising a lawful
profession, trade or business ofany kind is to that extent void.

Exception: One who sells the goodwill of a business may

agree with the buyer to refrain from carrying on a similar
business, within specified local limits, so long as the buyer or
any other person deriving title to the goodwill from him,

carries on a like business therein, provided that such limits
appear to the Court reasonoble, regard being had to the

nature of the business. "

The section is eneral in terms, and declares all asreements in
restrainl void pro t.tnto, except in tlte case s,pecified in the exceotion.

27. The question whether an agreement is void under section 27
musl be decided upon the wording of that section. There is nothinq
in the wordins of section 27 to sussesl that the orinciole stated

]23 ll'hyre v. Schlage LockCo.,l0l Cal. App.4th 1443, 1446 (2002).
32e l{ipro Li,nited v. Beckman Couller Inlernut ionol S.A. , l3 I ( 2006) DLT 68 L
rro (1981) 2 SCC 246.
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therein does not aoolv when the reslraint is r a limited oeriod only
or is confined to a particular area. Such matters of oartial
restriction have effect onlv when lhe cl ll vithin the erceDl ion lo
the section,"

(emphasis added)

lll. Trade Secrets and Equitable Relief

5.12. In absence of a contact befween the parties, courts have allowed action

based on equitable principles of breach of confrdence.33 r \tr/hen disclosure

in made during negotiations that may have not resulted in a formal contract,

the remedy will lie in equity.si2 The earliest decision wherein relief was

granted based on breach of equitable duty of confidence is John Richard

Brady v. Chemical Process Equipments Pvt Ltd.333 wherein reliance was

placed on the Engtish case of Saltman Engineering Co Ltd & Others v.

Campbell Engineering Co Ltd.r3t The decision of Saltman Engineeringhas

been relied on a catena of caseslis and hence the Indian law closely

resembles the English law and applies the same tests.336 While, the John

Richard Brady case related to confidential information on technology, the

principle of breach of equitable duty of confidence has also been applied

in multiples context such as movie or series concept note,337 trading

L Prashanr Reddy T., "The'Other IP Right': Is It Time to Codify the Indian Law on Protection ofConfidential
Information?" 5 Journal of Nationol Law University Dclr, I (2008).
ttz See, l'airfest Media t-td. v. ll'E Group PrC, (2015) 3 ICC 75 : (2015) 2 CltN 704, relying on Seugar 

"t.
Copydex, 1967 (?\ AII ER4l5iand Lacl'lonarchv.lnternationalCorona,(1990)F.S.R.441.
rIAIR l9E7 Del 372.
rr1 I9481 65 RPC 203.
t35 Zee Telefilms Ltd & Film & Ors. v. Sundial Connunications Pvt. Ltd, (2003) 3 Mah Ll 695i,1nindya
Mukhetjee v. Clean Coats Pvt. Ltd., (2011) I Mah LJ 573 : (201l ) 3 Bom CR 70: Hi-Tech Systems & Sertices
Ltd. v. Suprubhat Rqy rt Ors., AIR 2015 Cal261 : (2016\ I ICC 584.
116 Prashant Reddy T., "The 'Other IP Right': Is lt Time to Codify the lndian Law on Protection ofConfidential
Information?" 5 ,lounal of Nalional l,ol llniversity Delri I (2008).

't7 
'1te lelelilns Ltd & Filn & Ors. v- Sndial Communicotiotls Pvt. Ltd., (200313 Mah LJ 695i )nil Gupta &

Anr. v. Kunql Das Gupta & Ors., A!R2O02 Del i79: I)rmi Juvekar Chiang v. Globql Btoadcast 
^'e*'s 

l-td.. (2007)

6 AIR Bom R 240 : 2007 (109) Bom LR 981; Beyond D,earns Enlerlain,rtenl Pvl. Lld. v.7-ee Entertainnent
Enterpriscs Ltd.,(2016) 5 Bom CR 266 : (2015) 62 PTC 241.
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information,l3s client/customer list,rie database,3ao drawings,sal

industrial/engineering designs3a2 etc.

5. 13. In a case ofbreach ofconfidence, the plaintiffought to satisfy the four-fold

test as followed in Zee Telefilms Ltd. v. Sundial Communications Pvt.

Ltd.3a3 and Narendra Mohan Singh v. Ketan Mehfi31t, relying on the

English case of CMI Centers for Medical Innovation GMBH and Anr. v.

Phytopharm PLC.3a5 This was also affirmed in Tarun lladhwa v.

Saregama India Ltd.3a6 Thus, in an action based on breach of confidence,

the plaintiff must:

(i) identify clearly the information relied on;

(ii) show that it was handed over in circumstances of confidence;

(iii) show how it was information that had to be treated as confidential;

and

(ir) show that it was used or threatened to be used without consent.3aT

5.14. Thus, the burden ofproofto precisely identify the confidential information

lies on the plaintiff, failing which the claim for relief may not succeed'348

With respect to the information, it has to be shown that it is "confidential".

This in itself is a two-part query wherein it has to be first determined if the

information is such that it can be a subject matter ofprotection under equity

rr8 s'tBl v. Kanaiyalal Baldevbhqi Pdtel, (2017) l5 SCC l.
i1e Burlington llome Shopping Pvt. Ltd. v- Ruinish <.-hibbcr, 6 | ( 1996) DLT 6; Dilicer Titus v. Alfred A. Adeborc,

2006 SCC OnLine Del 55 I : (2006) 130 DLT 330 : (2006) 32 PTC 609.
tto Tech PIus tlledia Private Ltd. v. Jyoti Janda, (2014) 60 PTC l2l.
lal lndiana Gratings Pvt. Ltd. & Anr. v- Anond Ud1,og fqbricdtors Pyt. I'td. & Ors., (2009\ 39 PTC 609
141 Polymer Pupers Ltd. v. Gurmit Singh, (2002) 25 PTC 327.
r4r (2003) 3 Mah LJ 695 : (2003) 5 Bom CR 404 : (2003) 105(3) Bom LR 678 : (2003) 27 PTC 457.
r{1(2015) 64 PTC 260.
ro5 (1999) Fleet Street Repons 235.
16 (2021) 88 PTC 423.
ja1 ke Telefilns Ltd. v. Sundial Communications Pvt. Ltd, (2003\ 3 Mah LJ 695 : (2003 ) 5 Bom CR 404 : (2003)

105(3) Bom LR 678 : (2003) 27 PTC 45'1.
tas SaNOtize Reseorch and Developmenl Cotp. v. !,upin Linited dn.l Others,2022 SCC OnLine Bom 6596;

Sirmour Remedies Private Liniled & Anr. u. Kepler Healthcare Private l-imited & Ors,2Ol4 SCC Online Cal

2703 : (2014) 2 Cal LT 357 .
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and the secondly if the information is confidential i.e., not in the public

domain. With respect to the first requirement on the nature of information

sought to be protected, it has been held that the information must not be

vaguerae and it must be sufficiently developed so that it is capable ofbeing

realised as an actuality.stn With respect to the second element, of the

information being confidential, it is required that the information must not

be known to the public. Simply labelling information as confidential,

would not devolve upon that information characteristics of being a secret'

General knowledge of facts or information that competitors in business

have knowledge over cannot be treated as confidential.35r Confidential

information can be a combination of elements, characteristics and

components which were in the public domain. If the information is neither

unique nor novel, but merely a compilation of existing materials or

information that is freely available, or widely practiced, then there is no

question of confidentiality.r52 Thus, it becomes important to decipher the

contours of public domain. With respect to what is "public domain", it

would comprise matters already known to the public' Public domain has

been defined as:

"49."Public domain" is defined in Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth

Edition at page 1265 thus:-

"When copyright, trademark, patent, or trade secret rights are lost

or expire, the intellectual proper|' they had protected becomes part
of the public domain and can be appropriated by anyone without
liab i I ity for infr inge me nt."
"Public domain is the status of an invention, creative work,

commercial symbol, or any other creation that is not protected by

rae Michael Spetrce, lnlelleclual Property chap.6 (Oxford University Press. 2007).
150 Anil Cuptq v. Kunal Dasgupta,ll-R (2002) I Del 250 : AIR 2002 Del 379 : (2002) 91 DLT 257 | (2002) 25

PTC l, Zai Telefitns Lrd. v. Sundiql Communicqtions Pvt. Ltd ' 
(2003\ 3 Mah LJ 695 : (2003 ) 105 (3 ) Bom LR

6'lt Tarun Wadhwa v. Saregama lndia Ltd., (2021\ 88 PTC 423; l:raser v. Thames Taleeision Ltd.,(1983\2 All
E_R. t0 t_

"t Stat lndiq Pvt. Ltd. v. Laxnirqi Seetharam Nayak, (2003 ) 3 LLN 106 :(2003) 3 Bom CR 563.
t5' Emergent Genetics lndia (P) Lrd. v. Shailendra Shivam, (201 | ) 125 DRJ 173 : (201 | ) 47 PTC 494'
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any form of intellectual property. Public domain is the rule:
intellectual property ls the exception. J. Thomas
McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition 1.01

[2J, at l-3 (jd ed. 1996)."3s3

5.15. Further, since confidential information may incorporate elements of what

already exists in the public domain, it becomes imperative to determine

under what circumstances will something existing in the public domain

transform into confidential information. In this regard the often-quoted35a

observations of Megarry J in Coco v. AN Clark (Engineers) Ild35s become

relevant:

. Someth ins that has been constructed solelv from materials in
the public dontain moy possess the necessary aualitv of
confident ia I itv : for some t h i ns new and confidentiaI may have been

brougltt inIo beins by the application ofthe skill and ins.enuitv ofthe
human brain. Noveltt deoends on the thins itself. and not uoon the
qualiN of its constituent parts. Indeed. often the more stikins the

novelN, the more commonplace its components. Mr. Mowb ray
demurs to the concept thal some degree of originality is requisite.
But ythether it is described as originality or novelty or ingenuily or
otherwise, I think there must be some product of the human brain
which sffices to confer a confidential nature upon the information:
and, expressed in those terms, I think that Mr. Mowbray accepts the

concept.

The dfficulty comes, as Lord Denning, M.R. pointed out in
the Seager case on page 931, when the information used is partly
public and partly private: for then the recipient must somehow

segregate the two and, although.free to use theformer, must take no

advantage of the communication of the latter. To this subject I must

in due course return. I must also return to a further point, namely,

that where confidential information ,s communicated in

circumstances of confidence the obligation thus crealed endures,

perhaps in a modified form, even after all the information has been

published or is ascertainable by the public; for the recipient must

351 Bombay Dlring ancl llanufacuring Co. l-td. v. llehar Karan Sizglr, (20 l0 ) 7 Mah LJ 48.
15a Tarun lladh* a v. Saregaua lndio Ltd., (2021) 88 PTC '123: /,ee l'elefilns Ltd v , Sundial Contmuhicdt ions

Pvt. Ltd, (2003) 3 Mah L! 695 Jyoti Kapoor and ,lnr. v. Kunal Kohli and Orl, (2015) 6 Bom CR 54.
r55 I9681 FSR 4t5.
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nol use the communication as a spring-board (see the Seager case,

pages 931 and 933). I should add that, as shown byCranleigh
Precision Engineering Ltd. v. Bryont, |9651 I WLR 1293, fi966J
R.P.C.81, the mere simplicitv ofon idea does not Drevent it beins
con/idential (see pages 1 309 and I 3 I 0). Indeed, the simpler an idea,

the more likely it is to need protection. " 3s6 (emphasis added)

Thus, confidential information may contain elements already in the public

domain, however, the information must be a result of the application of

skill or mind so to produce something that is already not known.357 The

quality of content is not the determinative aspect but what matters is that

the information is novel in the sense that it is not known to the public.

5.16. In many of the cases involving breach of confidence, there is a claim of

copyright involved as well. It is thus relevant to understand the fine but

important distinction between copyright and trade secrets or confidential

information. White confidential information may include mere ideas but

these do not form part of the subject matter of copyright which protects

only the expression of such ideas.i58 Further, copyright exists over

expressions that have been fixed or reduced to a permanent form, however,

law of confidence protects communication, oral or written. While

copyright is a right in rem, breach of confidence can only be brought

against those who received the information in confidence, hence it is a right

in personam. The duration of copyright is finite as restricted by Sections

22to29 of the Copyright Act, l957.rse However, there is no restriction on

156 ( 1969) R.P.C. 4 f, as cited in Tarun lfadl*'tt v. Saregama lndia Ltd..12021 ) 88 PTC 423.
t51 See, A nindya ,llukhefiee v. Clean Coat$ Ptt. I-td.,(2Olll I Mah t-J 573 : (20|I) 3 Bom CR 7O' citing I'accenda

Chicken Ltd. v. Fou'ler, (t9S5) | All ER 724; and Sqltnan Enginee hgCo. I'tcl. v. Compbell Enginearing Co.

Ltd., (1963) 3 All ER 413.
r53 Burlington Home Shopping Pvt Ltd v Rqinish Chibher,6l (1995) DLT 6 : 1995 (35) DRJ 335.
isn Acr No. I4 of 1957.
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the term oftrade secrets or confidential information and it can continue to

exist so long as the underlying information remains confidential.360

5.17. The Bombay High Court in Tarun Wadhwa v. Saregama India Ltd.36t ,

against the backdrop ofdifferentiating between copyright and confidential

information, explained in clear terms what amounts to "confidential" and

when an obligation arises. The Court observed that:

"30. Breach of confidentiality and copyright infringement are
closely tied. Theformer isfrequently claimedfor matters that cannot
be the subject of copyright infringement. An ide in rticular
cannot be the sub a('t of a coovrisht infrinpement action but it m0y
be the subiect of breach o cot'? dentiali rv. Either may yield a
broadly similar injunction. There is no copyright in India excePt as

provided by the Copyright Act, 1957. But this is not in derogation of
a claim ofbreach of trust or confidence.

32. An oblisation of confidence arises when conlidential
information is shared or communicated or othenuise is to the

f

knov,ledse ofa rson in circumstances u,here he has notice. exoliL'l I

or implicit, or must be held to hove apreed. that the informalion is
indeed confidential. That person would then be restained from
usins or disclosin t, this confidential information withoul the

on or license c,\ ress or impliecl, ofthe person v,ho garje or
shared it. Where there is a contracl which moI be written or ora
exDress or imolied the oblisatiott slems from the spelt-out terms

of.the contract. But lhe oblisation ex ists in eauitv too. and is rooted
in the lesal conceot of the dutv to ocl in sood faith. The respecting
of that which is confidential has been said to be a general rule in the
public interest.

34. Confidence law is perhaps wider than copyright lav,. It protects
the substance of ideas and informotion, irrespective of the mode of
communication. There is no copyright in an idea, but only in the

.form of its expression. Copyright is a right in rem, but a confidence
oblisation is entirelv in oersonam. Copyright has a statutorily

'@ Zee TeleJilms Ltd. v. Sundial (lommunicqtion.$ Pvt. l,ld, (2003) 3 Mah LJ 695.
16' (2021) 8E PTC 423.
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defined term. Confidence does not. There is no copyright except as

provided by the statute, and infringement is also prescribed by
statute. A confidence oblisation is one in contract or equity (or
both). There ore stotlttotn defences to a copyright inf inpement
action. These do not apply to a breach of confidence action. The
distinction betv,een copyright and confidence ossumes importance
where, say, a manuscript has been submitted for publication. An
obligation not to use the submitted manuscript may be implied and
enforced under con;fidence law, ond may extend to a plot or a
developed idea that may not olhent,ise be protected by copyright.

40. Therefore. the 'confidential information' - that which is not in
lhe t)ublic domoin must be accuratel I and s cal identitiDE

and protection must be sough t only in resDect ofthat. A seneralized
statement is never enough. In Beyond Dreams Entertainment Pvt.

Ltd. v. Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd.2, a learned Single Judge
of this Court summarized the contponents of confidentiality, inter
alia holding that the confidential information must be clearly
identified.

4 2. Essential, therefore . to any case of confident ia I i tv a re nrec is ion.

orisinaliN and completeness of disclosure. The Drecise
identi/ication must be in the ploint. The confidential information
tnust be oroorietarv. lt must. in shorl. be orisinal. This is not the

orisinalitv of exoression that is the sub iect of co t law it mav

be the oripinalily ol idea. and it is used here in contradistinction to

whisDerins in alleped confidence matlers that are alreadv known.

Those are never subjected to the doctrine. A (o dential
in/brntation bt' definition must be outside the public domain. It ruu;l[
also be suflicientlv developed to an extent that lends itself to

realization. All these elements must co-exist. It is no t enoush for a
lo int i lo s al\" e, thol eterylh it1 is orisinal, or tha! some

thinss are orisinal and some thinss are not bul not identify them

Therefbre : for a cause of'action in breach of confidence to suecseo!

there must be precision, there must be orisinolitv. and there must be

completeness. All the reouired elements of confidentialin must be

shov,n. It is not enouph to show only some of them.

ll2

43. The sprilslboard doctrine is realht an extension or a resttlt ofthe
breach of'confidence principle. Il so),s that a matter communicated

- and. I would add. communicable in circumstances of
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5.18. The four-fold criteria affirmedin Zee Telefilms Ltd.36r not only requires the

information to qualiff the criteria of being capable ofprotection and being

confidential, but further requires that such information has to be

transmitted in a fashion that an obligation of confidence arises between the

parties. Such a duty arises when "confidential information comes to the

knowledge ofa person in circumstances v,here he has notice, or is held to

have agreed, that the information is confidential, tuith the ffict that it

would be just in all the circumstances that he should be precluded from

disclosing the information to others."364 This would be a factual inquiry

and has to be found in the circumstances specific to each particular case.

5.19. An equally important aspect is that the duty of confidentiality also extends

to third-parties.36s In this regard, it has been held that "'the obligation of

confidence rests not only on the original recipient, but also on any person

who received the information with knowledge, acquired at the time or

subsequently, that it was originally given in confidence."366 This ties in

perfectly with the "springboard" concept enunciated by Roxburgh, J

Terrapin Ltd. v. Builders'supply Company (Hayes) Ltd. And Ors.367 and

162 ld.
tt\ Zee Telefilms Ltd. v. Sundiol ('onmunications Pel. Lld, (20031 3 Mah LJ 695.
\sSee, Fairfest iledia t-td. v. ITE Group PLC, (2015) 3 ICC 75 : (2015) 2 CHN 704, citing with approval the

observations made by Lord Griffithsin Personal l,lanagament Solulions Limited & llnr. v. Brakes Brcl Limited
& Or.r., (2014) EWHC 3495 (QB).
16t AIA Engineering Pvt l,t.l v. Bharat Dand qnd Ors., (2007 ) 2 GCD I 100 : (2007) 48 (4) GLR 3303.
tG ke Telefilms Ltd & Film & ors. v. Sundial Communications Pfi. Ltd., (2003\ 3 Mah LJ 695; Prashant Reddy

T., "The 'Other IP Right': Is lt Time to Codiry the Indian Law on Protection of Confidential Information?" 5

Joa nql of Nqtiondl L.N Univ sity Delhi I (2008).
167 

[ 1967] RPC 375.
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confidence cannot be used bv a defendant as a springboard to brins
fullh-s-t ivs!.w o!k. "' o'

(emphasis added)
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affirmed in Roskill J in Cranleigh Precision Engineering

Ltd. v. Bryant reported3('8, which goes as follows:

"As I understand it, the essence of this branch of the law, whatever
the origin of it may be, is that a person who has obtained information
in confidence is not allowed to use it as a springboard for activities
detrimental to the person v,ho made the confidential
commtrnication, and springboard it remains even when all the

features have been published or can be ascertained by actual
inspection by any member of the public. "36e

iv. Trade Secrets and Criminal Liability

5.20. In terms of criminal liability, the picture remains unclear. Criminal

prosecution in cases relating to confidential information are usually

initiated under Sections 375, 381, 405, 408 and 418 of the IPC. While there

are cases wherein the High Courts have quashed the complaint before

trial,r7o this does not rule out the possibility of trial being allowed in the

circumstances particular to a case3Tr and depending on the interpretation of

a court. Many a times, the provisions of the lnformation Technology Act,

2000 pertaining to computer resources and electronic records are

invoked.li2

rs3 [ 964] 3 ALL E.R. 289
16n Terrapin Ltd. v. Builders Suppll'Co pant (Haies) I'td. d Oi.t, [1967] RPC175.
r7o Pramod, son of L(Lrmiktnt Sisantktr & Llday Narayatlftto Kirpekar v. Gantare Plastics and Polyesler Ltd &
1nr., (1986)3 Bom CR 4l l; Henal RShahv.State ol.Guiarat, Special Criminal Application No llTl of2009
befor€ the High Court ofGujarat (27 December, 2010).
r7t Narayan Chandra Mukhc4iee & Ors. v. Stdte ol Bihar & ,lnr., (2001)'19 ( I ) BLJR 680.
r7r Prashant Reddy T., "The'Other IP Right': ls It Time to Codify the Iadian l-au on Protection ofConfidential
lnformation?" 5 Jorrnal ofNationql Larr Untversiu" Delhi 112008).

tt4

5.21 . ln a case before the Gujarat High Court, the complaint was quashed on the

ground that customer lists are not trade secrets or property and on the

conceptual aspect that trade secrets are not "property" u'hen claimed under
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an equitable relief. However, there is still the possibility of such cases

falling within ambit of applicable penal provision on crime against

property under the IPC. In Birla Corpn. Ltd. v. Adventz Investments &

Holdings Ltd.,373 pertaining to taking away of document containing

confidential information, the Court while hotding documents to be

corporeal property being capable of being subjected to theft held that

"information contained in a document, if replicated, can be the subject of

theft and can result in t,ronglful loss, even though the original documen!

was only temporarily removed from its lawful custody for the purpose of

extracting the idormalion contained therein."31a Inforrnation on

prosecution and conviction in these matters is scant375 and thus the

applicability of criminal law to misappropriation confidential information

remains obscure.

Trade Secrets and Freedom of Speech & lixpression

5.22. Another category of cases that have been presented before the courts is

when equitable duty of breach of confidence, which extends to third

parties, comes in conflict with fundamental right to speech and expression

under Article l9( l)(a). This issue arose before the Delhi High Court in the

matter of Petronet LNG Ltd. v. Indian Petro Group.376 In addition to the

claim of breach of confidentiality, the right to privacy was also claimed

which was rejected by the Court as it was being claimed against a non-state

actor. The Court also clarified that rights under Article l9 are not available

to artificial orjuristic personalities, however, shareholders or directors can

claim relief by establishing that the impugned action impairs their rights.

r?, (2019) l6 scc 6t0 :(2020) 2 scc (Civ) 713.
\10 ld.
r?i Prashant Reddy T., "The 'Other lP Right': ls It Time to Codify the lndian Law on Protection ofConfidential
lnformation?" 5 Joamal of Netional Low llnirtersily Delhi I (2008).
r,6 (2009) 158 DLT 759.
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The Court in this case endeavoured to strike a balance between duty of

maintaining confidentiality and the fundamental right to free speech and

expression. The Court observed that larger public interest justified the

publication of such material and it was disinclined to grant an injunction.

The following observations of the court become relevant:

"86. In view of above conclusions, it is held that the plaintiff has
been unable to substantiate ils claim for confidentiality or that the
information in regard to the news items complained against are of
such sensilive nature as to woffant prior restraint of their
disclosure. On the other hand, the defendants, in the opinion of the

Court, have been able to show public interest in news reoortins and
discussion oboLrl lhe plaintifl's ftwetionine-.in lhe o
to be inlerdicted bv the kind of iniunction sou t. Clearlv. the srant
of iniunction would destroy the verv essence of'oress freedom and
the risht of the seneral public to be informed about the functionins
of an entitt, in v,hich 50'% stoke is held b1' the Central Public Sector
IJndertakinss.

87. This Court, while recollecting the judgment of the Supreme
Court in S. Rangarajan, Virendra, Raigopal as well as that of the

US Supreme Court in Sullivan, is of the opinion that the publjs
interest in ensurins disseminatio n of neu,s and free flow ofideas, is
of Daramount i mportance The nev,s or informalion disclosure of
which mav be uncomfortable to an individual or corporate entitv but
which otherv,ise fbsters a debate and awareness about lim ('tionins
of such individuals or bodies, Darliculorlv. if thev are ensased in
matters that affecl peoole's lives. serve a vital oublic DurDose. Vet1
often, the subject of information or news-i.e. the individual or
corporation may disagree with the manner of its presentation. If it
contends that such presentation tends to defame or libel, it is open

for the entity or individual to sue for damages. In the case of a
corDorate entilv, unless the news oresented is of such a sensitive
nature that its business or vetry existence is threatened or would
grot,ely ieowtrdiz e a commerciol venture. lhe Courls would be slow
in interdicl in .strclt ublicctlion. Tlte Conslilrrtion's denocralic
framework, depends on a free commerce in ideas, which is its life
blood. In the words of Walter Lippmonn nevspapers are "lhe bible
of democracy". Justice Holmes (Abrams v. U5,250 US 616 (1919))
characterized lhe discussion of public matters as essentiol to see that

ll6
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"the ultimate good desired is better reached by a free trade in
ideas". Even more poignantly, one of the principal architects of the

American Constitution, James Madison, (1751-1836) wisely staled
that:

"Nothing could be more irrational than to give the people power,
and to withhold from them information without which power is
abused. A people who mean to be their o\t)n governors must arm
themselves with power which knowledge gives. A popular
government without popular information or the means of
acquiring it is but a prologue to afarce or a tragedy, or perhaps
both. "

(emphasis added)

vi. Trade Secrets and RTI Act,2005

5.23. The Right to lnformation Act,2005377 ("RTI Act") has been enacted to

ensure the free dissemination of information to the citizens in order to

ensure transparency and accountability in the working of every public

authority in India. However, every information is not subject to disclosure

under the RTI Act, 2005. In order to gain regulatory approvals, commercial

entities are often required to submit information with Regulatory and other

govemmental bodies and such information is quite often confidential in

nature. In such situations, RTI Act, 2005 can be used to gain access to such

sensitive and confidential information by business competitors. lt is

precisely to address any such situation that Section 8(1)(d) finds place in

the statute.378 Section 8 provides certain instances wherein the public

authority is exempt from the obligation to disclose the information sought

by a citizen under the RTI Act. Sub-clause (d) of Section 8 exempts

disclosure of information qualifying as commercial confidence, trade

secrets or intellectual property that gives competitive advantage to a third-

r?7 The Right to Information Act, 2005 (Act No. 22 of 2005)
r73 /4 sec. 8( l)(d).
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parly and the disclosure of which would harm the same.37e However, there

is exception incorporated within the provision itself which enables the

competent authority to disclose such information in larger public interest.

Further, any particular information which is exempt from disclosure at a

particular point in time may not continue to remain exempt indefinitely.380

If disclosure would not adversely impact the competitive position of a third

party, then such disclosure may not be exempt from the purview of

disclosure. Section 8(d) reads as under:

"B. Exemption .fro* disclosure of information.- (1)
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, there shall be no
obligation to give any citizen,-

(d) information including commercial confidence, trade secrets or
intellectual property, the disclosure of which would harm the
competitive position of a third party, unless the competent authority
is satisfied that larger public interest warrants the disclostre ofsuch
information; ... "381

5.24. Section 8(2) again reiterates the position that a public authority may allow

access to information wherein public interest in disclosure outweighs the

harm to the protected interests.l82 The sub-section is a non-obstante clause

and has overriding impact on sub-section (1) of Section 8. Thus, even if
some information is claimed to be confidential or a trade secret, the same

can be revealed by the public authority if there is a greater public interest

at stake in its disclosure. Section 8(2) reads as under:

18o lC;ll v. Shaunak H. Sarya (201l) 8 SCC 781 : (201 I ) 4 SCC (Civ) 50,1

r3r /d, sec. 8(2).

i 18

" 8. Ex empt i on fro m d i s c I o su re of i nfor m at ion. -... ....

(2) Nohtithstanding anything in the Official Secrets Act, 1923 ( l9 of
192 3) nor any of the exemptions permissible in accordance with sub-
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section (l), a public authority may allow access to information, if
public interest in disclosure outweighs the harm to the protected
interests.383 "

5.25. There does remain a grey area on account of sub-clause (3) of Section 8

which mandates that any information relating to any occurrence, event or

matter which has taken place, occurred or happened twenty years before

the date on which any request is made under section 6 shall be provided to

person requesting such information.3Ea Section 8(3) reads as under:

"8. Exemption from disclosure of information.-.......
(3) Subject to the provisions ofclauses (a), (c) and (i) of sub-section
(l), any information relating to any occurrence, event or matter
which has taken place, occurred or happened twenty years before
the date on which any request is made under section 6 shall be

provided to any person making a request under that section:

Provided that where any question arises as to the date from which
the said period of twenty years has to be computed, the decision of
the Central Government shall befinal, subiect to the usual appeals

providedfor in this Act."

5.26. Whether this can apply to trade secrets or confidential information that is

protected for more than 20 years is something that needs to be explored.

On a plain reading of the provision, it seems to be the case that a particular

piece of information that may be otherwise exempt from disclosure, may

have to be disclosed if the application is made after twenty years.38s

5.27. ln addition to this, the legislation under which regulatory approval is being

sought may also impose an obligation on the relevant authority to maintain

confidentiality of such data.

181 Id.
r34/4sec.8(3);/C,41v.ShqunqkH.Satyd(201l)ESCC78l:(2011)4SCC(Civ)504.
38s ICAI v. Shaunqk H..S'atya (20 I I ) 8 SCC 78 I : (20 I I ) 4 SCC (Civ) 504.
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C. Previous Attempts at Policy tnd Legislotion

"46. Trade Secrets cannot be cortsidered to be intellectual property
rights. The fundamental basis of an intellectual property right is its
disclosure publication and registration, while the fundamental basis

of a trade secret is its secreclt and confidentiality. The laws of many

developing countries clearly stipulate that the term "licensor" and
"licensee" should not be applied to a transaction involving the

supply of confidential know-how, and only expression such as

"supplier" and the "recipient" shottld be used because such know-
how cannot be regarded as a licensable light. The observance and
enforcemenl of secrecy and confidentiality should be governed by

contractual ohligalions and the provisions ofappropriate Civil Law
and not by intellectual property lmu.

47. Since trade secret cannot be regarded as an intellectual
property, it is beyond the mandate of the Negotialing Group to
consider this matter. "386

5.29. Post the TRIPS Agreement, India amended its existing IP laws and even

enacted new statutes in order to fulfil its obligations under the TRIPS

Agreement. However, in light of the flexibility provided under the Article

39 of the TRIPS Agreement itself and considering the then prevailing

position and framework sufficient, no law on trade secrets was brought in.

Thus, protection of lrade secrets continued to be govemed under common

law principles, breach of confidentiality, equity, contract and general

provisions of the IPC. as the case may be.

r8o Communication from lndia, 'standards and principles conceming the availability scope and use of Trade-

Related Aspects of lntellectual Property Rights' MTN.ONG/NGl l/W/37 (10 July 1989\, qlqilable at:

https://docs.Mo.org,/gattdocyq/UR/GNCNC I l/W37.PDF (last visited on Januray 28,2024\. 

?tX ,,w

5.28. India took a principled stand against inclusion of trade secrets or

confidential information within the purview of the TRIPS Agreement

during the negotiations. India in its written communication addressed to

the GATT secretariat during the Uruguay Round stated that:



5.30. However, post-1995, the nature and size of the Indian economy changed

greatly. Considering the changing requirements of the economy and

demands from the industry, certain steps were initiated by the Indian

Govemment to consider the issue of adequacy of protection of trade secrets

in India.

The National Innovation Bill, 2008

5.31. The Department of Science & Technology had released a draft on a

legislation called "The National Innovation Bill, 2008". The draft Bill

however did not address trade secrets in a stand-alone manner but in the

context of spurring innovation.rtT The Preamble to the draft Bill read "An

Act to facilitate public, private or public-private partnership initiatives for

building an lnnovation support system to encourage Innovation, evolve a

National Integrated Science and Technolog Plan and codifu and

consolidate the law of confidentiality in aid of protecting Confidential

Informalion, trade secrets, and lnnovatior."r8E Thus, codifying and

consolidating the laws on confidential secrets and trade secrets was one of

the three objectives of the draft.38e

5.32. The Chapter IV titled "Confidentiality and Confidential lnformation And

Remedies And Offences" comprising Section 8 to 14, was dedicated to

protection of confidential information.:oo 11"t. draft used the term

"confidential information" and the criteria for protection seemed to be in

l2l

r37 Naveen Gopal, "Revisi(ing the National lnnovation Bill of 2008" 5 lntamqtionel Journal of Lav ltlanqgement

& Hunanities 322 (2O22), available ar: https://doij.org,/10.10000/lJLMH. I I 3785.
t33 Id.
r3e Dr. Md. Zafar Mahfooz Noman and Dr. Faizanur Rahman, "lnnovativeness & Competitiveness under Trade

Secret Laws in lndia" 2 Manupqtrd lntellcctual Prcperty Reporls l3 I (2015).
reo Abhijeet Kumar and Adrija Mishra,,,protecting Trade Secrets in lndia" 18 l'he Journal ofll/orld lnlelleclual
Property 335 (2015\.
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line with Article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement.3er Further, the Bill appeared

to be heavily influenced by the US law especially given how confidential

information was defined incorporating illustrations given under I (4) of the

Uniform Trade Secrets Act, I 985.re2 Moreover, the definition of

misappropriation was also borrowed from Section l(2) of the LITSA.3e3

Though. there was a heary influence of the US law, only information that

has actual commercial value was protected and not negative knowledge as

is the case in the US. This was in line with the position adopted by the

Indian courts.

5.33. Further, the Bill imposed very onerous obligations on third-parties

receiving infonnation oir investigating whether they are receiving

information through authorised channels or not. The burden on the receipt

was much higher than the minimum standard prescribed under Article 39

of the TNPS Agreement. Further, certain key definitions such as what

would amount to "improper means" and rvhat is "public domain" were also

not defined thereby leaving some scope for confusion and varied judicial

interpretation.

ret ld.
re2 Naveen Gopal, "Revisiting the National Innovation Bill of 2008" 5 lnternational .loum.ll of Lat' Management

& ttumdnitip-s 322 (2022), available at: https;//doij.org/ I 0. I0000/lJ LMH.I 13785.

[2

5.34. Another aspect that is important to consider is the exceptions that were

provided under the Bill. While there was a specific clause incorporating

independent creation as an exception to misappropriation' however, there

was no specific enumeration for reverse engineering which is considered

fair and is a significant limiting doctrine which allows balancing of both

the vested private and public interests. Reverse engineering is understood

as a permitted honest commercial practice even without being mentioned



specifically and it does not find a specific reference in the TRIPS

Agreement. However, companies often try to stop reverse engineering by

incorporating anti-reverse engineering clauses in licensing agreements

such as clip-warp agreements in case of software.3e1 The Bill also

incorporated the "disclosure in public interest" exception, however, there

were no indicators that the Courts must keep in mind while adjudicating

whether there should be disclosure in public interest making the provision

vague.3e5

5.35. The Bill, however, could not make it past the phase of infancy and was not

tabled in the Parliament.ie6

ii. US Interventions

5.36. In the year 2016, India and US released a joint statement wherein both

Govemment inler alia affirmed that they were committed to strong

protection of trade secrets in their respective countries and to continue

engagement on effective trade secret protection mechanisms.3eT India also

undertook to conduct a further study on various legal approaches to

protection of trade secrets.3e8

rer Yang Chen, "Enforceability of Anti-Reverse Engincering Clauses in Software Licensing Agreements: The

Chinese Position and Lessons from the United States and European Union's Laws" 42 L'. Pa. ,1. lnt'l L.783 (2022\.
r',5 Dr. Md. Zafar Mahfooz Noman and Dr. Faizanur Rahnran, "lnnovativeness & Competitiveness under Trade

Secret Laws in lndia" 2 tlqn patra Inlellecl 4l Propert)' RcPorts I 3 I (20 l5 ).
re6 prashant Reddy T., "The 'Other IP Right': Is It Time to Codify thc lndian Law on Protection ofConfidential

lnformation?" 5 Jorrnal ofNationul l,urt LJnitersil), Dclhi I (2008).
rn, lndia and united states Joint statemenr on the Trade Policy Forum (october 20,2016\, avtilable atl

https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-oflice/press-releases/2016/0ctober/g'oE2%80%8B India-U S-Joint-

Starement-iPF llasr visited on February 3. 2024); Prashant Reddy T.. "The 'Other IP Right': ls It Time to Codify

the fndian Law on Protection ofConfidential lnformation?" 5 Journal of lialional Lan l]nivcrsity Delhi I (2008)
rns lndia and United States Joint Statement on the Trade Policy Forum (October 20, 2016), awildhle utl

https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/20 | 6/october/9/oE2olo80%8B lndia-US-Joint-

Statemet-TPF (last visited on February 3.2024).
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5.37. Apart from Govemment level cooperative engagements and dialogue, the

lack ofadequate legal measures for protection oftrade secrets is often cited

in the annual Special 301 Reports released by the Office of the United

States Trade Representative and India is a regular mention in the priority

watchlistree which identifies trading partners that do not adequately or

effectively protect and enforce IP rights.

lll. National lntellectual Properfy Rights Policy,, 2016

5.38. The Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP) had released the

National Intellectual Property Rights Policy, 201 6 to spur creativity and

stimulate innovation in India.ao0 The National IPR Policy sought to lay a

roadmap for the future of IPRs in India. While the policy did lay down

broad policy goals, however, it stopped short of providing any concrete or

definite solutions on many issues that were identified.4or The Policy

outlined seven broad objectives, the third one being legal and legislative

framework under which it was envisaged to establish strong and effective

IPR taws which balance the interests of right owners with larger public

interest. One of steps to be taken towards the achievement of this goal was

to identifi important areas of study and research for future policy

re Office ofthe Unired States Trade Representative, 2023 Special 301 Repon 23,53 & 56 (2O23\, qvailable qt:

https://usrr.gov/sites/default/fi les/2023 -0 412023o/o20Special%o2010 | %20Report. pdf; Office of the U n ited States

Trade Representative, 2022 Special l0l Report 21. 53 & 56 (20221. ovailahle qr'

hnps://ustr.gov/sites/defau ltlfi les/lssueA reas/lP l2\22yo2ospecial%20301 %20Repon.pd f; Office of the United

States Trade Representative, 2021 Special l0l Report 22 & 5l (2021), availuble at:

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/fi Ies/files/re ponsl202l /2021o/o20Special%2030 l%20 Report%20(final).pd f; Office

ofthe United States Trade Representative. 2020 Special 301 Repon 6, l8 & 5l (April,2020), araildblc atl

https://ustr.gov/sites/defaulVfiles/2020 Special 301 Report.pdf; Office of the United States Trade

Representative. 20l9 Special 301 Rcport 7. l8 & 52 (April, 2019), atailahle at-

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/fi les/20 I 9-Spccial 30 l-Repon.pdf.
im Govemment of lndia, National Intellectual Propeny Rights Policy (Department of Industrial Policy &
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, May, 2016), a|ail.lble qtl

https://ipind ia.gov. irrwritereaddata/Portal/lmages/pdf/20 | 6- National IPR Policy-
2016_English and_tlindi.pdf(last visited on February 17, 2024).
10r prashant Reddy'I.. "The 'Other lP Right': ls lt Tirne to Codify the lndian Law on Protection ofConfidential
lnformation?" 5,loumal ofNational L.N linivrsitv Delri I (2008).
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development including protection oftrade secrets.402 However, no concrete

steps were taken in pursuance ofthe same in the years that followed release

of the policy.

lv Parliamentary Standing Committee Report

5.39. The Department Related Parliamentary Standing Committee on Commerce

in its 16ln Report undertook a review of the intellectual property rights

regime in India.a03 The Report was submitted to both houses of the

Parliament in 2021 . In the Report, the Committee pointed out the

"challenges in strengthening the country's IPR regime, the related

procedural and substantive constraints, legal aspects and other issues, such

as low awareness ofIPR, counterfeiting and piracy, IP financing, and IPRs

in agriculture and pharmaceutical sector. etc'" The Committee inter alia

considered the question whether there is need for a separate law on trade

secrets or amending the Indian Contract Act, I 872 would suffice the

purpose of adequate tegal protection. The Committee in the context of trade

secrets made the fotlowing recommendation:

" t 7.4 The Committee underlines that securing data and maintaining
its confidentiality in business and trade is of paramount importance

.for companies possessing secret .formulas, business slrategies,

algorithms, etc. Also, a separate slatute or framework for trade

secret protection in India is imperative in v'ake of risingfrauds and

misappropriation in digital world. In this regard, the Committee

recommends the Department to consider enacting a separote

legislation or a framework for protection of trade secrets. It further
recommends the Department to examine the relevant and best

r0: Government of lndia, National Intellectual Property Rights Polic) l0 (Department of lndustrial Policy &
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. May. 2016)' availuble ut:

hnps://ipindia.gov. in/writereaddata./Portal/lrnages/pdfl20l 6- National-lPR Policy-

2016 English_and t'lindi.pdf(last visited or February 17. 2024).
.0. tt" o"purtr"rt nelated Parliamentary standing committee on conlmerce, l6l'r Report on Review ofthe
Intellectual Property Righls Regime in lndia (July, 2021 ).
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practices being followed in statutes of various countries for their
implementalion in India. "aor

5.40. After 2021,, no specific measures have been initiated by the Government or

in the Parliament to consider the subject oftrade secret protection in India.

D, Indian Positiott on Datu E-rclusivity

5.41. As far as India is concerned, under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 and

the Insecticides Act, 1968, the govemment agencies have the power to

demand data for the purpose ofgranting approval ofthe marketing ofdrugs

and insecticides. They do in fact demand data for this purpose. There is no

express provision in these Acts providing protection for the data submitted

to the authorities. It is evident that as per Article 39(3) India has an

obligation to provide some form of protection to the confidential test data

submitted to the authorities.ao5

5.42. The Indian Drugs and Cosmetics Rules, 1945, under Rule 122E, provides

for data exclusivity for a "new drug" for a total period of4 years from the

date of approval.

5.43. In India, a "new drug" is not defined solely as a patented drug but rather as

a drug that has not been extensively used in the country.a06 This includes

products not recognized or licensed in India, recently licensed and

approved drugs for marketing, combinations of drugS previously approved

individually but marketed as a combination, as well as vaccines and drugs

w Id, at 44.
405 Dr. N S Gopalakrishnan and Benoy K. Kadavan, "Study on Testdata Protection inlndia" Centrc.[or lntellecluql
Property Rights Studies, School of Legal Studies, Cochin Llniwrsitl ofScience & Technolog,,. Cochin (2003).
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derived from Recombinant DNA (r-DNA). Similar to the United States,

Indian law mandates that applicants for new drugs must undergo rigorous

testing and clinical trials. However, this requirement can be waived in cases

of "public interest" or if the new drug has been approved and marketed for

several years in other countries.a0T Such waivers are standard practice to

prevent redundant trials in different jurisdictions, which can increase costs

and delay the introduction of the drug to the market.

5.44. Unlike the United States, drug approval in India is not linked to patent

protection. This means that in the US, any application by a generic drug

manufacturer will only be evaluated if it does not pertain to a drug covered

by an existing patent.ao8 This linkage often leads to delays in the entry of

generic drugs into the market. While such linkage may be advantageous

for countries with a predominant presence of innovator companies, like the

United States, it poses a disadvantage for countries with a thriving generic

drug industry, such as India.

5.45. In India, when considering granting marketing approval for a drug, the

Drug Controller primarily evaluates whether the drug has undergone safety

testing elsewhere and if the data submitted to demonstrate safety in another

jurisdiction would be sufficient for the drug to be introduced in India.

5.46. In 2004, the Department of Chemicals and Petrochemicals (DCPC),

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, Government of lndia, established an

Inter-Ministerial Committee as a Consultative group. This Committee was

tasked with recommending the actions to be taken by the Covernment

a03 C. Lee Skillington & Eric M. Solovy, "The Protection ofTest and Other Data Required by Anicle 39.3 ofthe
TRIPS Agreement" 24 Norlhrwsl Journal of lnkrnalional l-o\v 34 (2003).
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conceming Anicle 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement. Additionally, the

Committee aimed to assess whether data exclusivity for agrochemicals,

traditional medicines, and pharmaceuticals could be encompassed within

the existing legal framework or if new legislation was necessary for this

purpose.

5.47. ln this context, the Satwant Reddy Report on Article 39.3 of the TRIPS

Agreement recommended that there was no requirement for 'data

exclusivity' under Article 39.3, and it was not in India's national interest

to implement such exclusivity. The report highlighted that the flexibility

within the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement permitted a country to

determine suitable methods for safeguarding test data.aoe

5.48. In Bayer Carp. v. Llnion of India,at0 Bayer approached the Hon'ble

Supreme Court to prevent the grant of marketing approval to Cipla for a

drug meant to treat renal cell cancer. Bayer argued that the TRIPS

Agreement necessitated the establishment of patent linkage to prevent the

Drug Controller from approving the marketing of drugs whose patent was

not owned by the applicant, Cipla. However, the Delhi High Court had

rejected Bayer's argument earlier, citing the'Bolar' provision in Section

107A ofthe Indian Patents Act. The Supreme Court sustained thejudgrnent

of the Delhi High Court and rejected the applicability of patent linkage in

India.ar I

r@ Satwant Reddy & Curdial Singh Sandh u, Repofl on Steps to he taken by Govcrntnent of India in the contefl o.f

l)ata Prolection Prorisions of llrticle 39.3 of l RIPS Agreemert, Govemment ol lndia, 38 (20071. a'ailable ar.

hnps://chemicals.gov.in/sites/default/fi les/Reports/DPBooklet%5 B l%5D.pdf. ( last visited Feb. 22, 2024)
aro WP(C) No.7833/2008.
1r ld,
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6. E,CONoMIC F]SPIONAGF]

6.1. Economic espionage is the act of deliberate acquisition of confidential

information from domestic companies and govemment entities to benefit a

foreign State.ar2 While the difference between industrial and economic

espionage can appear to be quite blurred but there is a key difi-erentiating

factor between the two - the actor. While industrial and economic

espionage may sometimes overlap, theoretically they are mutually

exclusive.all In economic espionage, the activities are driven at the behest

of a foreign state as opposed to a private entity. Such a foreign govemment

may carry out these activities themselves or through agents by sponsoring

the same.ala In this age of intemet and technology, such sensitive

information stored in electronic form is rendered even insecure.ar5

6.2. Espionage by no means is a recent phenomenon' It has been carried on

since centuries. The British theft of tea production from China,ar6 escape

of the secret of silk and porcelain from China,arT theft of the secret design

of Cartwright's power loom from England by Francis Cabot Lowell which

propelled the industrial revolution in the United States of America. etc'

have been some notable examples.{r8 In fact, during early phases of the

American republic, technology piracy was aggressively encouraged by the

arz Mark E. Danielson, ..Economic Espionage: A Framework for a Workable Solution" l0 l'linn. J.L. Sci. & Tech.

5O3 (2009\, uvailable at: https://scholarship.law.umn.edu/mj lst/vol l0/iss2/5 (last visited on February 22, 2024).
al] Hedieh Nasheri, Econo ic Espionage and lrulustrial Spying l3 (Cambridge University Press,2005).
ara Mark E. Danielson, ..Economic Espionage: A Framework for a Workable Solution" l0 Minn. J.L. Sci. & Tech.

503 (2009), avoilable al: https://scholarship.law.umn.edu/mj lst/vol l0/iss2/5
!15 ld.
116 Sarah Rose, ..The Great British Tea Heisl" smithsonibn llqgarine (March 9. 2010\, availqble ot:

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-great-british-tea-heist-9866709/ (last visited on February 22,

2024).
4r7 H;dieh Nasheri, Economic Espictnage and Industrial Spying l2 (Cambridge University Press,2005).
rrs Christopher Klein, ..The spies who Launched America's lndustrial Revolution" Hisro,l,' (January 10,2019),

available'ot: hnps://www.hiitory.com/news/industrial-revolution-spies-europe (last visited on February 22,

2024\.
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Federal and State Governments and it was this theft that propelled the

industrial revolution in America.are

6.3. In its traditional conception, espionage meant acquisition of enemy's

military secrets by employing spies.a20 History is replete with examples of

such espionage, for instance, England's use ofspies to uncover the mititary

information that helped them defeat the Spanish Armada in 1588; and the

use of spies by the Allies during World War II to defeat the Axis powers.a2'

In the present era, the States have a greater role to play in the economy.

Further, the competition has shifted slightly and there is a race to develop

better technology. Critical areas like computer chips, tele-communication

technology such as 6G, space technology, drugs to cure diseases such as

cancer etc. are the new focal points of the competition between States to

hold power. Currently, the focus ofespionage has largely pivoted towards

technology, production methods, and proprietary information' which may

have both civilian and military applications.a22 Territorial, colonial and

military conquests have largely been replaced by an economic war wherein

each State tries to outrun the other in order to tead the way forward'423 The

new age arrns race is intelligence agencies spending sizeable capital each

year towards economic espionage efforts, and counterintelligence agencies

spending equally trying to thwart those efforts.a2a

lro Doron S. Ber-Ata\ Trude Secrcts: lntellectuat Pit't!q,and lha OriFins of Anericqn lndusui.ll Potver xviii
(Yale University Press, 2004).
;ro Ku."n Sepuru, ,,Economic Espionage: The Front Line of a New world Economic w ar" 26 syracuse Journal

o.f lntirnational l.ttti arul Comnqce 127 ( 1998), u'-ailuble at:

hitps://surface.syr.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?anicle= l.l I 7&context=j ilc#:-:text=JoumalistTo20andTo20businessTo

20consultantTo20Sam.CJ%20lNT'L%2C7o20Mar (last visited on February 22. 2024)
{:l Edwin Fraumann, "Economic Espionage: Security Missions Redefined" 57 Pa blic ,ldministrqtion Reeiew 303

(1997\, available at: https://doi.org/ I 0.23 0'1/9773 | l.
i:: Hedieh Nasheri, Economic Espionage untl lndustrial Spying l9 (Cambridge University Press,2005)'
{:r Interagency OpSEC Suppon Staft /O.!.S lntelligence Threat Ilanlbook: Economic Espionoge 29 (2001).

qvailable .!t: hltps: ,itp..[as.org threat han.lbook index.r,rrl (last visited on February 22, 2024)'
{:1 Hedieh Nash;ri, E'c onontic Espionaga and tndustial Spfing 2l (Cambridge University Press.2005).
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6.4. In such a situation, the line between national security and economic

security has been blurred and the two are often conflated. In fact, guarding

economic security is now a prominent constituent element of ensuring

national security.125 In the post-Cold War era, national securify and

economic security have come to be intrinsically linked.a26 Further, States

are often involved in gathering economic intelligence that they pass on to

their domestic companies so as to ensure that their industries and

consequently their economies maintain competitive advantage over

others.a2T The end result of economic security coming to play a dominant

role in defining national security is that economic espionage is the front

line of a new world economic war.a28

6.5. Against the change in nature of espionage, especially when States are no

longer just employing spies but corporates and other agents or

organisations, there can be great difficulty in ascertaining whether the act

is being committed under the sponsorship of a foreign govemment or

not.a2e Myriad electronic as well as physical modes of snooping are

employed in order to successfully conduct such espionage. These activities

include, but are not limited to, eavesdropping through wiretapping,

bugging offices, or capturing cellular telephone conversations; penetrating

a computer or any digital system through hacking into the network, hard

drive, or software; using direct illegal observation and surreptitious

ar5 Hedieh Nasheri, Economic Espionage and Industriol Spying 8 (Cambridge University Press,2005)
iro Edwin Fraumann, "Economic Espionage: Security Missions Redefined" 57 Puhlic Adninistration Review 303

(199'7't, awildble ott https://doi.org/10.23O7 /9773 I l.
r:7 Karen Sepura, "Economic Espionage: The Fronl Line ofa Ne* World Economic W ar" 26 Syraurse Jotrrnal

of lntemaliontll Lan and ('omnerce 127 (1998). avail'tble at:

https://surface.syr.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?artic le= | 4l 7&context=j ilc#:--:text=Jo urnalistyoz0ando/o20businessTo

20consultant9620Sam.CJ%20lNT'L%2C7o20Mar (last visited on Fcbruary 22, 2024); Hedieh Nasheri, Ecoroztc
Espionage antl lnthtstrial Spying l7-21 (Cambridge University Press' 2005).
o:d Karen Sepura, "Economic Espionage: The Front Line of a Neu World Economic W af' 26 Syracuse Jotrnol
of lntirnational Lan' and Comnerce 127 (1998)' available al'

https://surface.syr.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article= I 4 I 7&context= iilcil:.':text:Joumalist%o20and%20business7o
20consultantTo20Sam,CJ%201N'l"l-%2C7o20Mar (last visited o\ F cbruaty 22.2024).
rle Hedieh Nasheri. Iiconomic Espiottoge and Industrial spying l3 (cambridge University Press,2005).
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photography; using surveillance and reconnaissance; trespassing on a

competitor's property; stealing proprietary information contained in

drawings and documents or on digital storage devices such as pen-drives;

hiring a competitor's employee who has the specific knowledge desired;

bribing a supplier or employee; planting an agent or 'mole' on the

competitor, whose true identity is hidden and whose true task is to

compromise key employees, tap into the computer databases, and intercept

all communications with the goal of ferreting out confidential research,

technologies, and information; conducting false employment interviews

with competitor's employees who have knowledge of trade seclets' etc.1i0

6.6. There are a variety of reasons that serve as a stimulus for countries to

indulge in economic espionage of other nations: to accelerate

modemisation, keep their secret service agents employed, ensure more

effective global competition and profitable businesses of their companies,

promote national security, etc.a3r

6.7. The impact of economic espionage is predominantly adverse. Economic

espionage diminishes the worth of assets in the targeted statea32, disrupts

trade between the targeted state and potential buyersasl, discourages

innovation, and jeopardizes a business's hard-won competitive edge,

rro Edwin Ffaumann, "Economic Espionage: Security Missions Redefined" 5'7 Public Adminislralion Reriew 304

(lgg7\, available ar: hnps://doi.org/l O.2307lg773l I (last visited on February 22.2024): Karen Sepura'
.'.Economic Espionage: The Front Line of a New World Economic Wai'26 Syracuse Journol of lnternational

L.1ry and Commerca 135- li7 (1998), qvuilable !1ll

hnps://surface.syr eddcgi/viewcontent.cgi?anicle= l4 I 7&contexej ilc#:-:text=Journalist%20and7o20business7o

20ionsulrant%20Sam.CJ%20lNT'L%2C%20Mar (last visited on F ebruary 22,2024)-
arl Karen Sepura, "Economic Espionage; The Front Linc ofa New World Economic War" 26 Syracuse ,y'outnal

of Internatkna! Lan' and Commerce 133-135 (1998). available all

hitps://surface.syr.eddcgi/viewcontent.cgi?article: l4 I 7&context jilc4:-:text=Joumalist%20and%20business9i,

2Oconsultantyo20Sam.CJ%20lNT'L%?Cyo20Mar (last visited on February 22, 2024)'
.rr Susan W. Brenncr & Anthony C. Crescenzi, "State-sponsored Crime: The Futility ofthe Economic Espionage

Act",28 ilous. .1. lnt l L 389,448-49 (2006).
arr peter Schweizer, "The GroMh of Economic Espionage: America is Target Number One", 75 Foreign ,41f. 9'

l2 ( 1996).
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hindering economic progress. It has the potential to sabotage current

business plans, derail profit projections, and be a determining factor in the

survival or extinction ofa business. The costs of research may need to be

recovered through higher prices for customers. Businesses, already facing

challenges from lower overseas production costs, may become unviable

when considering the additional costs resulting from these thefts. On a

broader scale, economic espionage can have a lasting impact by weakening

existing military alliances and trade coalitions. Comparisons between

economic espionage and warfare have been drawn, as both pose threats to

the security and stability of sovereign nations. a3a

6.8. As long as nations persist in engaging in economic espionage activities, the

global economy will face significant repercussions. Numerous scholars

and joumalists have made efforts to gauge the financial impact of economic

espionage on society. Howeveq estimating these costs has proven to be

chaltenging, primarily because the international business sector tends to

avoid discussing them openly. companies are generally hesitant to

acknowledge substantial financial losses caused by foreign espionage,

particularly when their shareholder support is crucial, and the revelation of

such losses might lead to a withdrawal of support.ars Apart from direct

rnonetary setbacks, companies also encounter other consequences arising

from economic espionage, including unemployment and the reduction or

complete loss of contracts.a36

ara Mark E. Danielson,..Economic Espionage: A Framework for a workable Solution" l0 Minn. J.L. Sci. & Tech.

507 (2009\, nailable ar. https://scholarship.law.umn.edu/mj lsVvol I 0/iss2/5 '
or5 SLe, Anthony Boadle, "tanada Spy-Catcher Says High-Tech Firms Targeted", The Reuter European Bus.

Repo (1994\.
4r6'John J. Fialka, llar By other Meuns: Economic Espionage ln ,,lmerica 6 (W,W. Norton & Company, 1997).
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6.9. In an era where power is derived from wealth, there is a growing concem

that obtaining economic information could result in the destabilization of

intemational security, transforming current economic rivals into potential

military adversaries in the future. Consequently, society lives in constant

apprehension of economic espionage. The act of economic espionage has

the potential to undermine the motivation to innovate. Individuals are

hesitant to generate new ideas ifthere is a substantial risk that those ideas

will be pilfered, utilized, and marketed by competitors. This not only leads

to competitors taking credit for ideas rightfully belonging to the original

creators but also reaping flnancial benefits from them, leaving the

innovators with nothing. Such a scenario significantly hampers creative

endeavours.a3T Economic espionage poses a particular risk to intellectual

property rights, which have emerged as the most prized asset in the realm

of global business. IPRs, whether acquired tegitimately or through theft for

financial gain, play a crucial role in today's competitive market economy'

Given the escalating pace and cost of technological advancements and the

increasing transparency of national borders, IPRs have become a subject

of intemational concem and debate'aiE

6. 10. Acknowledging the harm inflicted on U.S. businesses by economic

espionage, the Congress enacted the Economic Espionage Act, which came

into force on 1 I ,h October. 1996.{3e Before its establishment. there was no

federal law specifically addressing economic espionage' The said Act

criminalizes the copying or controlling of trade secrets with the intent to (i)

4r7 Karen Sepura, ..Economic Espionage: The Front Line of a Nerv world Economic wat" 26 syracuse Journal

oJ lntirnational I'.ttt and Conmerce li8 ( 1998), available ati

hnps://surface.syr,edLr/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?anicle= l4 I 7&context-j ilc#:-:texFJoumalistTo20andTo20businessTo

20consultanr%o2oSam.CJ%20lNT'L%2C7o20Mar (last visited on February 22, 2024)
lrs Hedieh Nasheri, Ec onomic Espionage and Irulustrial spying l0 (cambridSe university Press,2005).
$e l8 u.s.c. $$ lE3l-1839(2000).
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benefit a foreign govemment, instrumentality, or agent140, or (ii) with the

intent to convert a trade secret for the economic benefit of a person other

than the rightful owner.{rr The first section, Section 183 I, prohibits

econornic espionage, while the second, Section 1832, prohibits industrial

espionage. A "trade secret" is generally defined as business information

which the owner has taken "reasonable measures" to keep secret and is not

"generally known" or "readily ascertainable" to the general public through

proper means.aa2 Further, the Act prescribes mandatory forfeiture of the

fruits of the offenceaa3 and any property used to facilitate the offenceaaa to

the U.S. Govemment. The Act also applies to any conduct occurring

outside the United States, provided that he offender must be a citizen ofthe

United States or an organization organized under U.S. laws, or an act in

furtherance of the offence must be committed in the United States'aa5

6.1l. As regards the United Kingdom, modern national security law in the UK

has developed in a series of cycles, prompted by the changing legal

landscapes and the emergence ofnew and different threats to the state and

its interests. The recently enacted National Security Act, 2023 (hereinafter,

*NSA 2023") replaces the Official Secrets Acts of l9l l, 1920 and 1939'

but notably leaving the Official Secrets Act of 1989 extant. The NSA 2023

aims at updating, rationalising, and expanding the various offences which

the l9l l, 1920 and 1939 Acts contained and introducing new rules aimed

at the same broad end of countering the threat posed to the UK by the

efforts of hostile states and their proxies.aa6 The NSA 2023 creates a

140 l8 u.s.c. $ t 831.
1rr t8 u.s.c. $ tE32.
.12 tE u.s.c. $ r839(3xA)-(B).
44r l8 U.S.C. $ l83a(a)(l).
441 l8 U.S.C. $ l83a(a)(2).
14s l8 u.s.c. s 1837(l)-(2).
1& P.F. Scott,'"state Threats", Security, and Democracy: The National Security Act 2023" Legal Studies 1-17

(2023\, available 4r: https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/legal-studies/anicl€/state-threats-security-and-
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number of measures to enable UK law enforcement and intelligence

agencies to deter, detect and disrupt the full range of modem-day state

threats. The Act updates and introduces offences related to espionage,

sabotage, foreign interference and influence, prohibited places, financial

property and investigation powers, additional police powers of arrest and

detention, and preparatory conduct.aaT A noteworthy feature of the Act is

that it covers the Foreign Influence Registration Scheme (FIRS), which is

a two-tier scheme that increases transparency of foreign power influence

in UK politics and provides greater assurance around the activities of

certain foreign powers or entities that are a risk to UK safety or interests.aas

6. 12. In India, the Official Secrets Act, I 923 primarily deals with the protection

of sensitive governmental information and enables maintaining the

confidentiality of certain categories of infbrmation. The Act is designed to

safeguard certain specified documents, information, and materials which

are sensitive to national security and interests. tt prohibits their disclosure

to unauthorized individuals or entities. The Act applies to both government

offrcials and civilians.a{e

6.13. The 1923 Act stipulates punishments 1br spying, interfering with the

prohibited areas, invasion of restricted military establishments, sharing

secret information without due consent. unauthorized use of uniforms,

withholding information and unauthorized falsification of reports and

documents.aso It is pertinent to note that the Act nowhere defines the term

democracy-the-national-security-act-2023/F6F6FE6 l5 I AA836056DDE36BCC5E94DE (last visited on February

25,2023\.
{r7 Ministry of Defence, lndustry Security Notice Number 2024/01 (January 31, 20241, qvailable ati

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media./65ba695 I c75d3000 | 2ca0fR/l SN 2024-

O I _National,Security_Act_2023 -O.pdf.
41E ld.
aae The Official Secrets Act, 1923(Act 19 of 1923), s. l.
4to /d, ss. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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"secret". As a result, the authorities can classiff any document as a'secret

document'. In 1989, a Committee was set-up by the Government in order

to review certain ambiguities contained in the Official Secrets Act, 1923,

wherein a major task was to define the term 'official secret'. However, the

said Committee could not provide a conclusive definition for the same.a5l

Section 5 of the Officials Secrets Act, 1923 punishes both the person

communicating the information, and the person receiving the information.

Additionally, it also punishes the one who retains the same or who fails to

take reasonable care of the secret.

6.14. Enacted during the colonial era, the 1923 Act may not fully address

contemporary challenges relating to information security and intellectual

property rights. The Act revolves around the terms 'secret', 'prohibited

place'and 'national security', which primarily covers incidents related to

defence, army, arsenal, military, navy or air establishments' Thus, what this

Act basically encompasses within its ambit are instances of political

espionage, which may not comprehensively include other categories of

espionage such as economic espionage. The 1923 Act predominantly

focuses on protecting govemment information and does not adequately

address the protection oftrade secrets oI confidential business information

in the private sector. This limitation leaves gaps in legal protections for

businesses against misappropriation of valuable proprietary information by

foreign entities.

6.15. Instances of intellectual property theft and infringement, including the

misappropriation of trade secrets, have been reported across various

industries in India. While the existing intellectual properry laws provide

atl R. Ramachandran, "Public access to lndian geographical data".79 Current Sciencc Associqtion 459 (2000\
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some level of protection for proprietary information, the enforcement of

these laws and the prosecution of offenders can be challenging. The

Official Secrets Act, 1923 may not always be suitable for addressing cases

of economic espionage involving theft or misuse of trade secrets and other

intellectual property by non-state actors or private entities as well as

foreign governments, highlighting the need for specialized legal

mechanisms to safeguard intellectual property rights. There are other

important organisations which lie in the vulnerable ambit of data secrecy

and its protection. Several scientists have highlighted the importance of

protecting data secrecy and the threat is to such an extent that it has been

said that our "country's space programme, or for that matter other strategic

programmes, may no longer be immune to outside preferences'"4s2

6.16. There is no doubt that a lot oflndian companies are at a threat of loss of

data or trade secrets. A study by the Associated chambers of commerce

and Industry of India (AssocHAM) stated that more than a third of the

companies surveyed across different sectors were involved in some form

of espibnage to gain advantage over competitors. Nearly 80 percent of the

chiefexecutives spoken to had used or were using detective agencies and

surveillance systems to spy on current and former employees''! 453

6.17. An annual risk survey conducted by the Federation oflndian Chambers of

commerce and Industry (FICCI) in 2014 stated that 'business espionage'

was tagged as the ninth biggest threat to Indian companies. It further stated

that only l5-20 percent ofcorporate espionage cases are actually detected.

Another survey was conducted by KPMG. wherein it was revealed that

4s: s. Dhawan, T. N. Seshan, er.4l, .'lSRo 'Espionage c ase"'32 Economic and Polilical l|'cekly 554 (1997).

arr pranjoy Guha Thakurta, "Booming business ofcorporate espionage", The Hirulu Business Line, lan.24,2018'
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losses incurred due to economic espionage are as high as l3%o.lt was also

stated that due to the inherent nature of corporate espionage, there is no

repo(ing leading to absence of cases in this regard.asa

ata Shilpa phandis. Mini Joseph 'Iejaswi, "Corporate Espionage on the rise in India", I he Econotnic lifle.t Sep.

24,2010.
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6.18. The aforesaid studies and surveys illustrate the complex challenges

associated with economic espionage in India and the limitations of the

Official Secrets Act, 1923 in effectively addressing modern threats to all

forms of intellectual property and sensitive business information. There is

a need to modemize the legislation to align with current technological

advancements and global developments for protecting sensitive

information, specifically related to intellectual property. A separate

dedicated law on economic espionage would provide businesses and other

important institutions with the requisite legal framework to protect their

confidential information from unauthorized use or disclosure, especially by

any foreign entity.
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7. CONSULTATIONS HELD BY TIIE COMMISSION

7 .l . Conscious of the possible and wide-ranging impact of a law on trade

secrets, the Commission thought it fit to engage with a wide range of stake-

holders. Consequently, the Commission held broad consultative meetings

with members from the judiciary, academia, domain experts, industry as

well as the Govemment. These deliberations brought to attention multiple

aspects and concems which were instrumental in shaping the

Commission's views on the issue. During consultation meetings the

Commission posed the same broad questions to the invitees, for instance,

if and how the prevailing position in India had proved to be inadequate in

protecting trade secrets; whether India should enact a specific law on trade

secrets and what should be the contours and content of such law; and

should any limitations in the nature of govemment use or compulsory

licensing be introduced in such a law etc. During the meetings other

ancillary and related issues that came up were also addressed and

discussed.

A. Judicial Perspective

7 .2. Hon'ble Ms. Justice Prathiba M. Singh was part of the IPD Committee

which was instrumental in establishing the IP Division at the High court

of Delhi in202l post the dissolution of the Intellectual Property Appellate

Board (IPAB). She was also a member of the IPR Think Tank that was

tasked with drafting India's first "National IPR Policy" in 2015' In light of

her extensive expeftise and contributions to the field of IPR, the

Commission invited her to express her understanding and views on the

subject of enacting a trade secret legislation in India. The following

important points came up during the discussion:
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